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A Snapshot of the Danish Energy Transition

Objectives, Markets, Grid, Support Schemes and Acceptance

STUDY
Preface

Dear Readers,

In recent years, Denmark has gained considerable international attention as one of the first movers in implementing a green energy transition – the so-called grøn omstilling. In order to achieve an energy system independent from fossil fuels by 2050, Denmark is pursuing an integrated policy approach that takes all energy sectors into account. In 2014, wind energy covered 39 percent of Danish electricity demand. Wind and bioenergy – the latter in particular for the conversion of combined heat and power plants – will play key roles in the Danish energy transition.

This paper invites you to take a deeper look at Danish energy policy in general and at the electricity sector in particular. What are the major objectives of Danish energy policy? What is the logic behind an integrated approach that encompasses all energy sectors? How has market integration evolved in the Nordic countries? How does the offshore wind tendering system work? What are the principles underlying grid expansion within Denmark? What types of consumer participation schemes exist?

This paper aims to explore some of the lessons learned from the Danish experience. At the same time, this paper can serve as an introductory overview to the Danish power system and the policies that govern it. The paper is part of Agora Energiewende’s “Lessons Learned from Denmark” series. More information on papers, events and presentations in this “Lessons Learned from Denmark” series is available on our website at www.agora-energiewende.de.

We hope you find this report to be a worthwhile contribution to the current debate and wish you a pleasant read.

Kind regards,

Patrick Graichen
Director, Agora Energiewende

Key findings at a glance

1. Denmark is one of the first movers in implementing a green energy transition across all sectors, and aims to become independent from fossil fuels by 2050. The Danish power system has been undergoing a transformation, moving from a highly centralised to a more decentralised structure in electricity generation. There has been a significant increase not only in wind power but also in distributed generation from combined heat and power plants since the 1980s. Broad-based political agreements on energy policy have provided security for investors while enabling a smooth and continuous transition to a sustainable power sector.

2. The Danish energy transition follows an integrated approach that encompasses the electricity, heat and transport sectors. The interdependencies among these different sectors are reflected in Danish energy policy goals, in scenario analyses as well as in concrete initiatives for implementing the transition to a renewables based energy system.

3. As an early mover, Denmark has already gained substantial experience in the application of tendering schemes for offshore wind energy. The Danish tendering scheme is characterised by Contracts for Difference with guaranteed support payments, a guaranteed grid connection and a one-stop-shop authority for preliminary site assessments when new offshore wind energy projects are developed.

4. Denmark currently covers nearly 40 percent of its electricity needs with wind power, demonstrating that a grid can be well-equipped to accommodate high renewable energy feed-in. Internal grid expansion in neighbouring countries such as Germany and Norway will play a significant role in the future utilisation of interconnectors.
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Summary of Key Findings and Conclusions

1. Denmark is one of the first movers in implementing a green energy transition across all sectors, and aims to become independent from fossil fuels by 2050. The Danish power system has been undergoing a transformation, moving from a highly centralised to a more decentralised structure in electricity generation. There has been a significant increase not only in wind power but also in distributed generation from combined heat and power plants since the 1980s.

Broad-based political agreements on energy policy have provided security for investors while enabling a smooth and continuous transition to a sustainable power sector, also during changes in government. The Danish electricity system has been historically shaped by the early deployment of wind energy as well as early integration of the Nordic electricity markets. The renewable energy transition has involved a conversion of central and decentralised combined heat and power plants to biomass sources that is still ongoing. Most of the measures required to attain a 50 percent wind power share by 2020 are already well underway. Of particular note is the ambitious target of becoming independent from fossil fuels across all energy sectors by 2050. There were intermediate goals of 100 percent renewables in the electricity and heat sectors by 2035 and a coal phase-out by 2030. However, these timelines may be subject to change. A discussion began recently as to whether the timeframe for these intermediate objectives will be preserved, or whether the “implementation speed” needs to be adjusted in specific areas.

2. The Danish energy transition follows an integrated approach that encompasses the electricity, heat and transport sectors. The interdependencies among these different sectors are reflected in Danish energy policy goals, in scenario analyses as well as in concrete initiatives for implementing the transition to a renewables-based energy system.

The Energy Strategy 2050, adopted in 2011, is comprehensive in scope, extending across all energy sectors. It was the first of its kind, both in Denmark and worldwide. The cross-sectoral approach of the Danish energy transition is comprised of two main pillars: namely, the adoption of green energy in the electricity, heat and transport sectors; and the implementation of energy efficiency measures. The 2012 Energy Agreement contained policy initiatives for the year 2020. These included the deployment of onshore and offshore wind energy, a smart grid strategy, a smart meter roll-out and initiatives facilitating the conversion to green heating. The latter foresees a shift from coal to biomass for combined heat and power, the implementation of green electricity heat pumps, and the phasing out of oil burners in the building sector. In the future, most likely by 2020, it is anticipated that a decision will be necessary between wind and bioenergy: If the policy choice focuses on a wind-based system, there will need to be a high degree of electrification to accommodate high wind energy feed-in. By contrast, the challenge in adopting a bioenergy-based system lies in guaranteeing sustainability and in securing fuel supplies should the price of imported biomass increase.

3. As an early mover, Denmark has already gained substantial experience in the application of tendering schemes for offshore wind energy. The Danish tendering scheme is characterised by Contracts for Difference with guaranteed support payments, a guaranteed grid connection and a one-stop-shop authority for preliminary site assessments when new offshore wind energy projects are developed.

In the case of offshore wind energy, there are two procedures for the deployment of projects: an “open door procedure” and a tendering procedure. The tendering is carried out for a designated area, whereas the “open door procedure” invites unsolicited applications in areas not reserved for the tendering procedure. The financial support granted under the tendering scheme is paid as a Contract for Difference. Both the geographical location and the specific size of the project – in megawatts – for which project deve-
operators can submit their bids are determined ex ante by the Danish Energy Agency. The outcome of previous offshore wind tenders reveals large differences in the tendered price levels, ranging from approximately 7 to 14 ct/kWh. Support is granted for a maximum amount of generation (e.g. 10 or 20 terawatt hours) and a limited number of years (e.g. 20 years). A striking characteristic of the Danish tendering model, rendering it attractive for investors, is that the Danish Energy Agency serves as a one-stop-shop authority: its functions include granting licenses for preliminary investigations, licenses for establishment and licenses for electricity production. Technical background reports on geophysical and geotechnical surveys for the preparation of bids are available to potential bidders on the Danish transmission system operator’s website, Energinet.dk. Nearshore wind farms included under the tendering scheme are subject to consumer participation schemes as stipulated by the Danish Renewable Energy Act. This means that any wind project must offer an ownership stake of at least 20 percent of the project’s total value to local citizens.

4. Denmark currently covers nearly 40 percent of its electricity needs with wind power, demonstrating that a grid can be well-equipped to accommodate high renewable energy feed-in. Internal grid expansion in neighbouring countries such as Germany and Norway will play a significant role in the future utilisation of interconnectors. In all, Denmark has 6.4 gigawatts of interconnectors to Norway, Sweden and Germany. These constitute an important flexibility option when it comes to integrating increasing shares of wind power. The internal Danish grid thus far has not experienced a bottleneck effect in the accommodation of green electricity. In addition to a biannually revised grid development plan, the Danish transmission system operator Energinet.dk develops the so-called System Plan that supplies a coherent and integrated planning approach across sectors, actors, authorities and countries. The undergrounding of new transmission lines at the 400 kV level and of existing 132/150 kV lines by 2030 is one aspect of internal Danish grid planning. Developments in neighbouring countries – namely, grid expansion and the utilisation of interconnector capacity – affect Denmark, even more so as hours with negative wholesale electricity prices are on the rise. In 2014, West Denmark experienced 46 hours of negative prices, as compared to 15 hours in 2011. This situation may become problematic should it coincide with negative prices in Germany where there is a lot of wind power installed in the North of the country. While in the past the general Danish price level was highly influenced by the level of available hydropower in Norway and Sweden (i.e. which varies from dry to wet years), now the downward pressure on prices exerted by wind energy during certain hours poses new challenges with respect to the incentivising of investment in additional flexible generation capacity. For system balancing, particularly during times of high wind energy feed-in, the provision of regulating power by wind turbines has come to be viewed as “low-hanging fruit”, and has attracted considerable attention. Asymmetric bids, a split in the market into segments of availability and of activation (energy-only bids) combined with short gate closure times provide favourable conditions for the participation of wind energy producers.
1. Introduction

The Danish energy transition – which aims to achieve an energy system independent from fossil fuels by 2050 – has been gaining considerable attention across Europe. For the electricity sector there is an intermediate objective of a 50 percent share of wind energy by the year 2020. Already in 2014, wind energy alone accounted for 39 percent of electricity consumption. Den grønne omstilling – as the Danish energy transition is called – involves a shift away from fossil fuels toward wind energy and biomass fuels in power and heat generation. Denmark constitutes a hub between the Scandinavian countries with their large shares of hydropower, i.e. Norway and Sweden, and Germany, with its diverse thermal generation mix and increasing shares of renewables. Due to its geographical position, the Danish electricity system is synchronised both with the Nordic and with the continental power systems.1 It might be said that Denmark virtually “bridges” the German and the Nordic electricity systems.

Many of the challenges Denmark is facing at present are similar to the ongoing policy discussions in Germany. Both countries are presently transitioning from an electricity system that uses coal as a dominant primary energy source to systems with variable renewable energy feed-in. This means that both Denmark and Germany are currently facing a multitude of challenges in common, such as:

→ The need for increased flexibility in order to accommodate the production of renewable energy that is weather-dependent,
→ New means to secure investments in generation capacity given the decrease in electricity wholesale prices,
→ How to refine or recreate a market design and – in Germany – how to revise the design of a support scheme (adoption of tendering scheme),
→ How to maintain system reliability and security of supply,
→ How to enhance public acceptance – notably for grid expansion and renewable deployment – and how best to address the cost issue for final consumers.

This paper explores the objectives and the implementation of the Danish energy transition by describing some of the major challenges and regulatory responses in the electricity sector. It constitutes a contribution to the “Lessons Learned from Denmark” series initiated by Agora Energiewende. The series also includes public events to which Danish, German and international stakeholders are invited to engage in dialogue and facilitate the exchange of knowledge.

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, it aims at providing insights based on lessons learned from the Danish experience thus far. Second, this overview of Danish policy may aid in identifying policy areas where it may be fruitful to commonly address challenges or to enhance the dialogue and exchange of knowledge between Denmark and Germany. Moreover, other countries may also benefit from the Danish experience. This experience may turn out to be particularly useful in the years to come, as more and more energy systems will begin to transition in light of the increasing penetration of renewable energy sources. Further, this paper may serve as an introductory overview of the Danish electricity sector and related policy.

The Danish energy transition is very comprehensive, encompassing all energy sectors. Therefore, for the purpose of this paper, a focus had to be selected: namely, the development of Danish energy policy in general and policy developments in the electricity sector in particular. This focus was inspired by questions frequently encountered in discussions about the Danish energy transition: What are the objectives of Danish energy policy? How does Denmark decrease CO₂ emissions in the power sector? What is the in-
tegrated approach of the Danish energy transition all about? How has the Nordic electricity market evolved? What are the flexibility requirements for system balancing, such as the provision of regulating power by wind energy producers? How does Denmark promote offshore wind power? How has the grid accommodated increasing shares of renewables? How can consumers participate in renewable energy projects?

As part of Agora Energiewende’s “Lessons Learned from Denmark” series, another report was elaborated by the Copenhagen-based research and consulting company Ea Energy Analysis on behalf of Agora Energiewende. The latter describes “The Danish Experience with Integration of Variable Renewable Energy” (Ea, 2015), notably wind energy. For the interested reader, Ea (2015) details flexibility options for the integration of wind energy, including policy initiatives undertaken in the heat sector. The report dives deep into district heating as a system integrator (combined heat and power) and measures taken and proposed to increase the flexibility of thermal power plants.

Together, this paper and Ea (2015) provide a comprehensive overview of the energy policy side (focus of this paper) and the more technical implementation side (focus of Ea, 2015).

Above all, the particular conditions specific to each country need to be taken into account in turning den grønne omstilling (in Denmark) and the Energiewende (in Germany) into a reality. No rigid “one size fits all” solution can be applied, nor can a single approach simply be carried over from one country to another. Rather, the road to the energy transition is bound to take as many paths as there are variable factors in an ever-changing regulatory and commercial environment. In describing the Danish energy transition, the present paper means to highlight possible solutions alongside examples of best practice that may resonate with and inspire policy debate in Germany and other countries. Finally, there is also the European dimension of integration to account for, given that both Germany and Denmark are part of the internal energy market and will each play a role in its further implementation. This last point will be touched upon in individual sections as well.

---

2 Ea (2015). Study on behalf of Agora Energiewende. Also available on Agora Energiewende’s website.
2. Content of the paper

Section 3 begins with an overview of the objectives of the Danish energy transition for 2050, including intermediate steps. On the policy side, this includes the well-known Energy Strategy 2050 as well as various “Energy Agreements”, a frequently applied policy instrument in Denmark. The general energy objectives are important in order to understand the role of the Danish electricity sector in the overall context.

Section 4 describes the Danish electricity system as it stands today as well as scenarios for the future Danish energy mix that have been developed by the Danish Energy Agency, called “Eneristyrelse”. The scenarios encompass all sectors and have important implications for the future role of the electricity sector.

Section 5 introduces some major trends influencing the future development of the Danish electricity system.

Section 6 provides a brief overview of lessons learned and regulatory responses that will be treated more thoroughly in the subsequent parts of the paper (Sections 7–10). Section 7 deals with the power market. The Danish electricity sector must be understood in terms of early market integration with the other Nordic countries. In order to cope with changes in the electricity system, stakeholders are working to develop a new Market Model 2.0. Some “low hanging fruit” for enhancing wind integration, such as the provision of regulating power by wind generators, will also be touched upon. Section 8 then turns to the promotion of renewables, focusing on supporting onshore wind energy as well as offshore wind tenders. Particular attention will be paid to the specific characteristics of offshore wind tenders in Denmark. Section 9 discusses grid expansion. This involves grid expansion internal to Denmark and the utilisation of interconnectors. So far, the grid has been able to accommodate ever higher shares of variable renewables. Principles of grid expansion and the role of interconnectors are covered in this section. Section 10 takes a deeper look at consumer participation. Local participation schemes laid down by the Renewable Energy Act work to promote consumer ownership and involvement in the deployment of new wind projects. Furthermore, in this section we will explain the financing of renewables and the impact on consumers. Finally, Section 11 wraps up with some concluding remarks.

At the beginning of each section, there will be a brief overview box on major findings and lessons learned – an at-a-glance at selected topics.
3. Danish energy strategy: Objectives of the Danish energy transition

Major findings and lessons learned:

→ It is Denmark’s **objective** to become independent from fossil fuels by **2050**; the aim is to produce renewable energy sufficient to cover total Danish energy consumption.

→ The **Danish energy strategy** encompasses **all sectors** (electricity, heat and transport). It is characterised by a high degree of **flexibility**. Different paths of development and interdependencies across sectors are accounted for in these overall objectives. Short-term targets will pave the road for the achievement of long-term objectives. Another crucial pillar in the Danish energy transition is increasing **energy efficiency**.

→ **Energy Agreements**, backed by broad political support, have served as an instrument that has provided stability and continuity of Danish energy policy, even and especially in times of changing minority governments.

→ Most measures relating to the 2020 objectives, as stipulated by the Energy Agreement 2012 – an Agreement concluded across party lines – are already underway. The previous government had laid out **intermediate targets** that included 100 percent renewables in electricity and heat by 2035 and a coal phase-out by 2030. A **big question for the future** has to do with these intermediate milestones and targets for the years after 2020 and before 2050, notably for the **period 2020–35**.

3.1 A fossil fuel-free energy system by 2050 – Major objectives and development of energy policy targets

Danish energy policy since the 1980s has been characterised by *energiaftaler*, i.e. **political agreements** between the government in power and various other political parties with representation in the Danish parliament. These agreements have contributed substantially to the continuity in Danish energy policy. Frequently, political agreements constitute the basis for subsequent regulations and policy initiatives in the energy sector. Furthermore, over time various governments have stipulated additional energy objectives. This combination of long-term objectives with short-term goals and concrete initiatives has helped shape a flexible strategy while ensuring stability, even during changing minority governments.

An important milestone in Denmark’s energy transition was the adoption of the **Energy Strategy 2050** in February 2011. This comprehensive energy strategy was the first of its kind both in Denmark and worldwide. It set forth a number of concrete initiatives for the achievement of complete independence from fossil fuels across all energy sectors. At the time, a Venstre–Conservative government was in place, with Lars Løkke Rasmussen as Prime Minister and Lykke Friis as Climate and Energy Minister (both from Denmark’s Liberal Party, Venstre). The Energy Strategy 2050 will be briefly described in Section 3.2.1.

In early October 2011, a new coalition government was formed by the Social Democrats (Socialdemokratiet), the Danish Social Liberal Party (Radikale Venstre) and the Socialist People’s Party (Socialistisk Folkeparti). Helle Thorning-Schmidt (Socialdemokratiet) became Prime Minister, and Martin Lidegaard (Radikale Venstre) was appointed as the new Climate, Energy and Building Minister. After taking

---

3 Danish Government (2011).
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Office in October 2011, the new government adopted a number of cross-sectoral energy policy targets. These targets represented an ambitious continuation of the Energy Strategy 2050 put forth by the previous government. The cross-sectoral objectives included, among others:

- 100 percent renewable energy sources by 2050 (across all energy sectors),
- 100 percent renewables in electricity and heat supply by 2035,
  • with 50 percent of classical electricity consumption based on wind energy by 2020,
- A coal phase-out in power stations and oil burners by 2030,
- Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 40 percent by 2020 (as compared with 1990 levels).

Following up on these targets, in March 2012 the Social democratic government concluded a new Energy Agreement (Energiaftale 2012) with broad political support from the other parties in parliament. This Energy Agreement 2012 contains milestones for the short- and medium-term as late as 2020. The agreement lays out concrete energy policy initiatives for the achievement of these goals. The Agreement and these initiatives will be further explained in Section 3.2.2.

At the start of February 2014, the Helle Thorning-Schmidt government took new shape after the Socialistisk Folkeparti left the initial three-party government. The change in government meant that ministerial positions were taken over by the two remaining parties, the Social Democrats and Radikale Venstre. Rasmus Helveg Petersen (also from Radikale Venstre, as was his predecessor) was then appointed Climate, Energy and Building Minister.

In mid-June 2015 new parliamentary elections took place. As of the end of June, the liberal party Venstre forms the new government. Notably, the new government is a minority government consisting of only one party: Venstre. Lars Løkke Rasmussen is the current Prime Minister, now in his second term. Lars Christian Lilleholt became the new Energy, Utilities and Climate Minister. According to a declaration (Regeringsgrundlaget, 2015) issued by the newly elected government, the long-term goal of the government is that Denmark be independent of fossil fuels by 2050; therefore there needs to be sufficient renewable energy production to cover total Danish energy consumption. The new government plans to establish a “broad” Energy Commission with extensive scope. One of this commission’s key tasks will be to draft a proposal for energy policy goals and measures for the period 2020 to 2030, demonstrating the energy sector’s contributions to Denmark’s international climate commitments in a cost-efficient, market-based way. During the recent election campaign, some of the questions raised by the “blue block” (conservative and liberal parties that at the time of campaigning were still in opposition) revealed a stronger orientation toward the market, thus indicating a possible downward adjustment of the “implementation speed” of the green transition.

Most measures for the achievement of the 2020–targets are already well underway. Based on recent deployment rates, the Danish transmission system operator (TSO) Energinet.dk anticipates that wind energy generation will increase from 13.1 terawatt hours (TWh) in 2014 to 23.3 TWh in 2024, accounting then for 61 percent of total electricity consumption.

The Energy Strategy 2050 and the Energy Agreement 2012 will be explained in more detail below. It is important to keep in mind that even within the next months some policy changes may yet take place. Technically speaking, the objectives adopted by the 2011 government have not been taken over by the newly elected government. Since the objectives laid out in Regeringsgrundlag (2011) – such as the above mentioned 2030 and 2035 targets – have not been adopted by law, they are technically speaking, not any more binding. By contrast, the Energy Agreement 2012, which contains some provisions not tied to specific percentage

---

7 Energinet.dk (2015e).
targets on renewable energy as well as initiatives, has not been repealed by the present government. Hence, projections based upon the measures contained in the Agreement remain pertinent.

3.2 Two pillars of the green energy transition: Renewable energy and energy efficiency

Denmark is striving for complete independence from fossil fuels, i.e. from coal, oil and gas, by the year 2050. The ambitious 2050 target for an entirely renewable energy system applies to all sectors. The Danish energy strategy takes a cross-sector approach that is comprised of two main pillars:

- Green energy in the electricity, heat and transport sectors;
- Energy efficiency measures.

The realisation of a system based on renewable energy sources necessitates an increase in energy efficiency so as to minimise energy consumption across all sectors. Energy efficiency measures comprise efficiency obligations imposed on energy companies as well as other requirements applied to the business and buildings sectors.
3.2.1 The Energy Strategy 2050

At this point, it is impossible to say what exactly the optimal energy system will look like in 2050. The Energy Strategy 2050 accounts for this unknown. The strategy has a degree of built-in flexibility that includes possible variations across sectors. Figure 2 illustrates how different trends may influence one another. For example, if less energy savings are realised, there will be increased demand for wind and biomass in the electricity and heat sectors. If cheap wood and straw are available for electricity production, there is lower demand for electricity generation based on wind energy.

The cross-sector approach of the Energy Strategy 2050 is reflected in the different elements that are considered crucial to a flexible strategy for a cost-efficient green transition: efficiency and electrification of energy consumption, wind and renewables deployment, efficient application of biomass (such as biogas, for combined heat and power and parts of the transport sector), more district heating and individual renewable-based heating, as well as increased electricity interconnection and a more intelligent electricity system. The role that each of these building blocks will come to play in the energy system of the future depends on developments in technology (e.g. electric vehicles, cost reductions in solar photovoltaic (PV) and carbon capture and storage (CCS)), relative prices of energy and greenhouse gas emissions, and economic growth. The flexibility of the strategy allows for its adaptation along the way to its realisation.

3.2.2 The Energy Agreement 2012: Intermediate milestones for 2020

The Energy Agreement 2012 (Energiaftale 2012) followed up on the ambitious targets set forth by the Social Democratic–Radikale Venstre–Socialistisk Folkeparti coalition government that was formed in autumn 2011. The agreement was concluded with broad support from the other liberal and conservative parties (blue block) in parliament.
Across all energy sectors, from electricity to transportation, the Energy Agreement lays down **concrete policy initiatives until 2020** in order to reach the milestones outlined above. The aim of these initiatives is to create green growth and employment without losing sight of the competitiveness of Danish industry internationally. The agreement envisaged that additional initiatives would need to be drafted in 2018 for the period after 2020.

As for **wind energy**, there is an initiative for the deployment of 1,000 megawatts (MW) of new offshore wind turbines and an additional 500 MW of nearshore wind turbines.\(^{13}\)

---

**Milestones for the year 2020** include:
- A reduction in CO₂ emissions by 34 percent as compared to 1990 levels,
- A decrease in net energy consumption of 12 percent as compared to 2006,
- A 35 percent share of renewable energy sources in total (with wind energy contributing 49 percent of electricity consumption).

A renewables share of 35 percent by 2020 goes beyond the national target for Denmark, as stipulated by the European Renewables Directive 2009/28/EC.\(^{12}\)

---

\(^{12}\) Here, a 30 percent share of renewables in final energy consumption is stipulated.

\(^{13}\) Subsequently, as part of the "Growth Package", some goals for offshore wind deployment were slightly reduced, as explained in Section 8.
Furthermore, replacing old onshore wind turbines with new higher-capacity ones (turbines with a total capacity of 1,800 MW) will increase wind-based electricity generation in spite of the decommissioning of older turbines. These initiatives shall contribute to the goal of supplying 50 percent of electricity consumption with wind energy by 2020.

Along with more flexible demand and increased reliance on interconnections, an intelligent energy system will also be necessary in order to accommodate a high share of wind energy and to supply electricity during peak hours. Concrete initiatives are in place for an overall strategy for a smart grid and for the implementation of a smart meter roll-out.

There are also various initiatives in place that aim at facilitating the conversion to green heating, such as measures to incentivise the shift from coal to biomass for large, central combined heat and power (CHP) stations and/or green electricity heat pumps. In order to phase out oil burners in the buildings sector, no more oil burners and natural gas furnaces may be installed in new buildings as of 2013. As of 2016, it will no longer be possible to install oil burners in existing buildings in areas where district heating or natural gas exist as alternatives. Finally, a goal of a 10 percent share of biofuels in the transport sector by 2020 is stipulated as one key step in the conversion of this sector from fossil fuels to, for instance, electricity and biomass.

→ The previous government adopted the objective to phase out the use of coal in Danish power stations by the year 2030. Now, under the new 2015 government, an Energy Commission will be established to examine and elaborate new proposals on policy objectives and measures for the period 2020–30. The possibility of reducing the “implementation speed” of the energy transition was discussed by some parties in the course of the election campaign. The coming months will determine which direction the future development of intermediate policy goals will take.

→ Within the coming decades, a portion of the conventional power plant fleet will reach the end of its lifetime. Instead of replacing these with new fossil fuel-based power plants, old capacity will be replaced by new production units based on renewable energy sources.

→ For the envisaged coal phase-out, combined heat and power stations will need to convert their power production from coal and natural gas to biomass by 2030. Existing power stations and infrastructure can be used when implementing the shift in fuel source. Biomass used for combustion in Danish CHP plants predominantly stems from wood pellets, wood chips and wheat straw (as well as waste).

→ In October 2014, the question was raised whether the Danish coal phase-out could be implemented as early as 2025. However, the discussion currently centres on maintaining the 2030 target or not.

→ At the end of June 2015, the Swedish power company Vattenfall sold its last coal-fired combined heat and power station in Denmark, Nordjyllandværket. It was bought by the local district heating company Aalborg Forsyning, who intends to advance a strategy for its conversion to green energy supply. Previously, Vattenfall also sold two other power stations in Denmark, Amagerværket and Fynsværket.

→ The previous government adopted the objective to phase out the use of coal in Danish power stations by the year 2030. Now, under the new 2015 government, an Energy Commission will be established to examine and elaborate new proposals on policy objectives and measures for the period 2020–30. The possibility of reducing the “implementation speed” of the energy transition was discussed by some parties in the course of the election campaign. The coming months will determine which direction the future development of intermediate policy goals will take.

→ Within the coming decades, a portion of the conventional power plant fleet will reach the end of its lifetime. Instead of replacing these with new fossil fuel-based power plants, old capacity will be replaced by new production units based on renewable energy sources.

→ For the envisaged coal phase-out, combined heat and power stations will need to convert their power production from coal and natural gas to biomass by 2030. Existing power stations and infrastructure can be used when implementing the shift in fuel source. Biomass used for combustion in Danish CHP plants predominantly stems from wood pellets, wood chips and wheat straw (as well as waste).

→ In October 2014, the question was raised whether the Danish coal phase-out could be implemented as early as 2025. However, the discussion currently centres on maintaining the 2030 target or not.

→ At the end of June 2015, the Swedish power company Vattenfall sold its last coal-fired combined heat and power station in Denmark, Nordjyllandværket. It was bought by the local district heating company Aalborg Forsyning, who intends to advance a strategy for its conversion to green energy supply. Previously, Vattenfall also sold two other power stations in Denmark, Amagerværket and Fynsværket.

4. The Danish electricity system: Current state and future scenarios

Major findings and lessons learned:

- Combined heat and power (CHP) and wind energy play a major role in Danish electricity production. The Danish power sector is characterised by dispersed generation and several central power plants.

- Wind energy supplied 39 percent of Danish electricity demand in 2014. The major fuel used by Danish power stations is still coal. However, the coal share is decreasing due to the conversion of coal-fired power stations to biomass and natural gas.

- Wind energy and biomass are expected to play a major role in future electricity supply.

- Shortly after 2020, scenario projections indicate that the Danish energy system will reach a crossroads with respect to the future development of wind energy and bioenergy. The challenge posed by a future wind-based system lies in its capacity to provide a reliable supply of electricity. The challenge posed by a future bioenergy-based system lies in its capacity to ensure sustainability and a secure fuel supply in the event that imported biomass becomes increasingly expensive.

4.1 The Danish electricity system today

In the Danish power sector there are approximately 13.6 gigawatts (GW) of installed total generation capacity. Peak demand is equal to approximately 6 GW. In 2014, net electricity production amounted to 30,615 gigawatt hours (GWh); Denmark was a net importer from neighbouring countries. Net imports amounted to 2,855 GWh. The high share of electricity covered by wind in Denmark has garnered a great deal of attention, both in the media and among the scientific community. In 2014, wind energy set a new record by supplying 39.1 percent of Danish electricity demand. These statistics notwithstanding, the bulk of power generation is still based on combined heat and power (CHP). Danish CHP units include central power stations as well as decentralised power stations and auto-producers.

The Danish electricity sector is characterised by a partially centralised, partially distributed generation structure, and contains approximately 6,000 electricity production units. These can be grouped into four major categories:

- Central power stations: Located at 16 production sites, with generation based on coal, natural gas, oil and biomass.

- Decentralised power stations: Around 1,000 decentralised CHP, industrial and local plants, with generation based on natural gas, waste, biogas and biomass.

- Wind turbines: 5,200 wind turbines.

- Solar PV: 92,000 PV installations.

In 1980, the Danish electricity mix was dominated by large-scale, central thermal power plants (Figure 5). Over the years, there has been increased deployment of decentralised combined heat and power plants as well as wind turbines, leading to a more distributed generation structure. The installation of large-scale offshore wind farms can to some

---

16 ENS (2014e).
17 ENS (2015a).
18 KEBMIN (2015).
19 ENS (2014a).
Electricity production in Denmark from 1990 through 2014, grouped according to wind, solar, decentralised and central generation

Data from Energinet.dk (2015c).

Net electricity production in Denmark in 2014 according to distribution by type of producer (the share of hydropower was 0.05 percent and is therefore rounded to 0 percent in the diagram). Net electricity generation was 30,615 GWh in total. Gross electricity production amounted to 31,905 GWh, including 1,290 GWh self-use of electricity in electricity generation.

Own graph based on ENS (2015a).
From central to decentralised/distributed generation: From central power plants (central kraftværk) to decentralised power plants (decentralt kraftværk) and wind turbines (onshore – landmøller and offshore – havmøller).

The Danish power system is characterised by a large share of combined heat and power and increasing shares of wind energy.

Wind energy accounts for more than one-third of installed power capacity. In August 2015, there were 3,660 MW of wind energy capacity installed onshore and 1,271 MW of wind energy capacity installed offshore (Table 2). As mentioned, wind energy covered 39 percent of electricity demand in 2014. In West Denmark, where the greater portion of wind energy is installed, the wind share was 51 percent in 2014, whereas it accounted for 21 percent in East Denmark.21 Onshore wind energy has consistently received support from different variants of a feed-in tariff/premium system. As for offshore wind energy, there is a tendering

---

20 Decentralised CHP plants are those that are not located at central power plant locations (§5 (2) Danish Electricity Supply Act). The Ministry of Danish Energy, Climate and Buildings can lay down rules for the definition of central power plant locations (§10 (6) Danish Electricity Supply Act). To get an idea capacity-wise, the smallest central power station in West Denmark is Herningværket (biomass-fired since 2009), with 90 MW nominal capacity, and H.C. Ørstedværket (Blok 7 and 8), with a combined nominal capacity of 100 MW, in East Denmark. As for large central power plants, e.g. Amagerværket (Blok 1 and 3), with 320 MW, and Avedøreværket (Blok 1 and 2), with 810 MW nominal capacity, are the largest central power stations in East Denmark (cf. Energinet.dk, 2014g).

procedure in place, with guaranteed feed-in tariffs (Contracts for Difference) for the winning bids.

In 2014, approximately 43 percent of electricity generation was supplied by central power plants, with a total production of 13.28 TWh (Table 3). This represents a drop of more than 20 percent compared to the previous year. A similar decrease in generation can be seen in decentralised power plants. By contrast, electricity production from onshore and offshore wind increased significantly from 2013 to 2014, by 17 and 19 percent, respectively. In total, central power stations based on coal, natural gas, oil and biomass have a capacity of 4.1 GW – with 2.1 GW of this capacity installed in East Denmark and around 2 GW of capacity in West Denmark. As for decentralised power plants (including industrial and local power stations), there is a total capacity of 2.5 GW. These are based primarily on natural gas, waste, biogas and biomass. 645 MW are installed in East Denmark, whereas there are around 1.84 GW in West Denmark.

General trend: the share of coal is decreasing in the generation mix of Danish power stations.

Coal remains the dominant fuel, accounting for around half of electricity and CHP production in Danish central and decentralised power stations. Table 3 shows that there was a reduction in generation from central and decentralised power stations from 2013 to 2014, with the share of coal remaining constant. The share of renewable energy sources, on the other hand, increased significantly, with a particular increase in wind energy production from both onshore and offshore sources.

---

### Wind capacity installed in Denmark as of August 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind capacity [MW]</th>
<th>West Denmark</th>
<th>East Denmark</th>
<th>All of Denmark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onshore wind</td>
<td>3,039</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>3,660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offshore wind</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>1,271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total wind</td>
<td>3,882</td>
<td>1,049</td>
<td>4,931</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Own calculation based on Energinet.dk (2015d).
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### Electricity production in Denmark in 2013 and 2014 [GWh], including change from 2013 to 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electricity production [GWh]</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net electricity production</td>
<td>32,956</td>
<td>30,615</td>
<td>-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net imports</td>
<td>1,081</td>
<td>2,855</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity consumption (incl. net losses)</td>
<td>34,037</td>
<td>33,471</td>
<td>-1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity from central power plants</td>
<td>16,833</td>
<td>13,281</td>
<td>-21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity from decentralised plants</td>
<td>4,468</td>
<td>3,643</td>
<td>-18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onshore wind production</td>
<td>6,772</td>
<td>7,913</td>
<td>+17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offshore wind production</td>
<td>4,351</td>
<td>5,165</td>
<td>+19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar PV production</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>+15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropower generation</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>+6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Energinet.dk (2015e).
ised power plants in 2014. By contrast, in 2013 there was an increase in coal–fired production as compared to the two previous years, during which a marked tendency toward decline could be seen.\(^\text{25}\) Significantly, the general trend has been a reduction in the deployment of coal: from 1990 to 2013, the share of coal utilised in power plants decreased from 92 percent to 52 percent.\(^\text{26}\) This trend can be attributed to two major factors. First, the share of energy from renewables such as wind has been on the rise. Second, natural gas–fired decentralised power stations have been deployed, and coal–fired power stations have been converted to biomass and natural gas sources. However, similar to the German situation, generation by natural gas–fired power plants has declined in recent years, as CHP production based on this fuel type has become a less attractive option. This is due especially to the comparatively high prices of natural gas.

In general, there has been a downward trend in both central and decentralised CHP production over the past twenty years (Figure 3). For the district heating sector, the green energy transition means for the most part a shift to biomass in order to increase the share in renewable energy; however, it also means a higher contribution based on heat pumps, solar thermal and biogas.

With increasing wind energy feed-in exerting downward pressure on spot prices, the past ten years have seen regulatory measures put into place to enhance flexibility in the interplay between the electricity and heat sectors. These measures include incentives to shift production from CHP plants to boilers or to “bypass” the steam turbines at the CHP plant when electricity prices are low. The aim is to decouple previously heat–led CHP production when cogeneration is detrimental to the overall system, e.g. during times of excess power production. The report by Ea (2015), drafted on behalf of Agora Energiewende, describes in greater detail the challenges of the heating sector as a system integrator.

\(^{25}\) 61 percent of thermal generation was based on combined heat and power (both central and decentralised generation) in the year 2013. Around 73 percent of district heating in Denmark was supplied in combination with electricity (ENS, 2014b).

\(^{26}\) Energinet.dk (2014a).
In addition to wind energy, biomass is expected to play a major role in the green energy transition. This can be attributed primarily to the increasing use of biomass in CHP plants.

The advantage that biomass brings to a wind-dominated system is its ability, as a controllable generation source of renewable energy, to provide positive regulating power and ancillary services. The Biomass Agreement of 1993 was a policy milestone in the promotion of biomass. It was backed by a large majority in the Danish parliament. The agreement stipulated a clear objective for cogeneration plants: by 2000, these plants were to be using, on an annual basis, 1.4 million tons of straw and chips (wood biomass) for electricity and district heat production. This stimulated the utilisation of biomass both in central CHP plants as well as in decentralised CHP units. In 2013, biomass was being deployed in nine central CHP plants, i.e. in more than half of the central power stations, 17 decentralised CHP units were using biomass as their primary fuel source and, in 14 CHP plants, biomass contributed with lower shares as a fuel to waste power plants.\(^{27}\) By 2023, an increase in biofuels (biomass and biogas) is expected to provide up to 54 percent of total electricity and CHP production\(^{28}\) in Danish power stations.\(^{29}\)

### 4.2 The Future Danish energy mix – Possible paths for wind and biomass

The Danish energy transition strives to implement a coherent approach across sectors. Interdependencies between sectors must be leveraged if the 2050 objective of becoming independent from fossil fuels is to be fulfilled. In its report “Energiscenarier frem mod 2020, 2035 og 2050,”\(^{30}\) the Danish Energy Agency outlined a range of technical possibilities, under a variety of different assumptions, for the construction of the future energy system. The report describes four different scenarios for the future. All of them are in keeping with the vision of becoming fossil-free by 2050 and adhere to the objective of obtaining 100 percent of electricity and heat from renewables by 2035.\(^{31}\) The scenarios account for all sectors of the Danish energy system, including transportation. Each scenario is modelled in a technically consistent way. The scenarios are not meant to serve as detailed projections of the future; rather, they are designed to illuminate existing challenges as well as the parameters that will be critical in choosing among the different paths toward a green energy future.

The following four scenarios outline options for the deployment of wind and biomass as well as the implications of these options across all energy sectors:

- **“Wind scenario”**: primarily wind, solar PV and CHP deployment, including massive electrification of the heat and transport sectors. Bioenergy is limited to 250 petajoule (PJ) so that it can be supplied domestically.
- **“Biomass scenario”**: electricity and district heating are based on CHP, with less wind deployment than in the wind scenario. Bioenergy consumption amounts to around 450 PJ, accounting for waste and potential conversion losses that could result from imports from abroad. Inherently, there is less electrification than in the “wind scenario”. Transport is based on biofuels.
- **“Bio+ scenario”**: a “traditional” scenario in which coal, oil and natural gas are replaced by bioenergy (bioenergy consumption of around 700 PJ). Wind energy remains at the 2020 level, according to which it would supply 50 percent of electricity. Heat is based on biomass and electricity via heat pumps where feasible.
- **“Hydrogen scenario”**: this scenario entails hydrogen production and even higher wind deployment than in the “wind scenario”. Bioenergy consumption is limited

\(^{27}\) Energinet.dk (2014b).
\(^{28}\) Energinet.dk (2014a).
\(^{29}\) For more detailed information on the general application of biomass in Denmark, a comprehensive overview on the Danish experience with biomass is provided e.g. by Gregg et al. (2014).
\(^{30}\) ENS (2014c).
\(^{31}\) The time frame of the scenarios is the year 2050, with intermediate time steps in 2020 and 2035. Based on a model with hourly time resolution, necessary capacities and the annual use of fuels are calibrated. The model also includes costs accruing to the green energy transition, i.e. the sum of annualised investment cost, operational cost and fuel cost. Note that some of the intermediate policy goals might be subject to change in the future (Section 3).
All energy policy targets are disregarded in this scenario in order to supply a comparative scenario in terms of costs. The “biomass scenario” can be interpreted as a "middle way" between the “wind scenario” and the “bio+ scenario”.

In addition, there is a fifth, “fossil fuel” scenario, characterised by large-scale utilisation of coal in electricity and heating. Oil and natural gas are used in the transport sector.

Key energy data for electricity production in the five scenarios in 2050 [PJ].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Wind</th>
<th>Biomass</th>
<th>Bio+</th>
<th>Hydrogen</th>
<th>Fossil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>246.2</td>
<td>113.3</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>195.4</td>
<td>113.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar PV</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensation</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel factories</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity imports</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity exports</td>
<td>-51.9</td>
<td>-42.7</td>
<td>-46.4</td>
<td>-55.7</td>
<td>-62.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>280.6</td>
<td>165.3</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>320.1</td>
<td>1471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENS (2014c), p. 68.

Key energy data for electricity capacity in the five scenarios in 2050 [MWel], annual utilisation hours are indicated in parentheses. Note that the deployment level of onshore wind capacity is the same in all five scenarios (3.5 GW). Offshore wind deployment is substantially higher in the wind and hydrogen scenarios as compared with biomass and bio+. By contrast, there is more than 2 GW CHP biomass installed in the biomass and bio+ scenarios, whereas there is no biomass CHP in the other scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Wind</th>
<th>Biomass</th>
<th>Bio+</th>
<th>Hydrogen</th>
<th>Fossil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offshore wind</td>
<td>14,000 (4,116)</td>
<td>5,000 (4,141)</td>
<td>2,500 (4,132)</td>
<td>17,500 (4,073)</td>
<td>5,000 (4,135)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onshore wind</td>
<td>3,500 (3,076)</td>
<td>3,500 (3,076)</td>
<td>3,500 (3,069)</td>
<td>3,500 (3,076)</td>
<td>3,500 (3,076)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar PV</td>
<td>2,000 (849)</td>
<td>2,000 (849)</td>
<td>1,000 (849)</td>
<td>2,000 (849)</td>
<td>800 (849)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbines</td>
<td>4,600 (300)</td>
<td>1,000 (492)</td>
<td>400 (677)</td>
<td>4,600 (299)</td>
<td>1,400 (200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP biomass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,040 (4,306)</td>
<td>2,400 (4,526)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP coal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,575 (3,980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel cells</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity imports</td>
<td>3,740 (3,467)</td>
<td>3,740 (1,147)</td>
<td>3,740 (402)</td>
<td>3,740 (3,380)</td>
<td>3,740 (511)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity exports</td>
<td>-4,140 (3,483)</td>
<td>-4,140 (2,863)</td>
<td>-4,140 (3,112)</td>
<td>-4,140 (3,734)</td>
<td>-4,140 (4,169)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the main conclusions of the scenario report is that it is indeed technically feasible to construct a Danish energy system that is not based on fossil fuels. Estimates for the additional cost of the transition to a fossil fuel–free system, as compared with a system that continues to use fossil fuels, amount to between 6 and 29 billion DKK in 2050 - around 0.81 to 3.92 billion euros. More than half of the costs will accrue to the transport sector.

There are different paths - wind and biomass - that the future Danish energy system could take: shortly after 2020, the Danish energy system will reach a crossroads and will have to decide on a direction for further development.

In 2020, a policy choice will need to be made concerning

→ whether the Danish energy system should evolve to a fuel–based biomass system,
→ or to an electricity–based wind energy system, with only limited deployment of bioenergy at a level that Denmark can supply itself.

This crossroads will be reached and is unavoidable given the fact that the implementation of transition measures (e.g. wind deployment, conversion to biomass) will take time. The challenge inherent in the wind–based system has to do with the provision of reliable electricity supply. By contrast, the bioenergy–based system is faced with the challenge of fuel supply security and sustainability, should the cost of imported biomass rise. One way to cope with high–priced biomass imports could be to shift to fossil fuels; however, this alternative is undesirable, as it would not be in line with the vision of a “fossil–free” future. By contrast, the “wind scenario” relies on extensive electrification in order to increase flexibility so that high wind energy shares can be integrated.

At present, Denmark imports 35 percent of the biomass it consumes, two–thirds of which are in the form of wood pellets.32

32 Gregg et al. (2014).
5. Major trends influencing future development

On the road to an energy system independent from fossil fuels, a number of present trends may influence future developments:

Already today, new onshore wind turbines deliver power more cheaply than natural gas or coal fired CHP plants.

In July 2014, the Danish Energy Agency analysed the projected cost of electricity production from ten selected generation technologies, with operation timelines spanning from 2016 to 2035. The results were straightforward: onshore wind energy is cheaper than any other generation technology, including central CHP based on coal and natural gas. Renewable energy-based production can be grouped into four categories, in order of increasing cost:34

→ Onshore wind energy: the cheapest technology with a production cost of 4 ct/kWh (30 øre/kWh).
→ Offshore wind energy: the second cheapest renewable technology, with costs about twice as high that of wind onshore, at around 8 ct/kWh (60 øre/kWh).
→ New central wood-chip-fired plants and the conversion of already existing central coal-fired plants to wood chips are the third cheapest technologies.
→ The most expensive technologies are solar PV and decentralised biomass-fired CHP plants.

Of course, caution must be exercised in interpreting this ranking as it is sensitive to the underlying assumptions (e.g. low interest rates). However, the conclusion that onshore wind energy is the cheapest production technology is robust. Notably, with the exception of onshore wind energy, all renewable technologies have a cost above the average electricity spot market price of 4 ct/kWh. The same goes for new central power stations based on coal and natural gas: they are within the cost range of offshore wind at about 8 ct/kWh. As for onshore wind energy, there is the long-term trend for less, but larger wind turbines. When old wind turbines get decommissioned, they are replaced by taller ones with higher capacity and energy yield. This trend has important implications for securing wind sites and for gaining the acceptance of residents living nearby.

Increasing shares of renewable energy create a need for system flexibility, on both the demand and the supply side – simultaneously, power plants with controllable generation are facing decreased profitability on the market. A new market model is required to cope with these challenges.

Physically, maintaining security of supply requires an instantaneous balancing of demand and supply at all times. For the design of the electricity market, this raises questions concerning how to enable the participation of ever-increasing shares of variable supply and flexible demand, and how to provide price signals that incentivise investments in flexibility, both for consumers and producers. Furthermore, the question arises as to how generation capacity sufficient for the provision of power might be secured even during extreme market situations (e.g. peak load and no wind). Thus far, the current Danish market design has done very well in providing electricity with high reliability. Nevertheless, for the future development of the electricity system, Danish stakeholders are in agreement that a new market model is needed. A new market model will be key in bringing about a cost-efficient energy transition while at the same time creating economic growth and supplying electricity at competitive prices. Finally, the interaction between markets and grids is important. Grid expansion, such as more interconnectors to neighbouring countries, may additionally enhance the flexibility of the Danish electricity system as part of the European energy market.

33 ENS (2014d).
34 Costs include fuel cost, operational and maintenance costs, capital cost as well as CO₂ cost. A low interest rate is prerequisite for the analysis (assumed at 4 percent in the basic calculation).
The flexibility challenge concerns not only the electricity sector but the heat, transport and gas sectors in equal measure – the different energy sectors will take on new, interactive roles.

Developments in the heat, gas and transport sectors significantly influence the flexibility of the entire energy system (e.g. interaction between the power system and district heating, installation of heat pumps, electric vehicles, etc.). These sectoral developments have a direct impact on the green transition in the electricity sector. To this end, the “Systemplan” by Energinet.dk has identified possible future roles for the different energy sectors.35 The future power system will take on a role as a supplier of renewable energy in the form of renewable electricity. The future gas system will contribute to security of supply throughout the entire energy system by linking the power, the heat and the transport sectors. The gas system is the natural candidate for storage. Its role is important for the increasing utilisation of biogas, electrolysis (e.g. power-to-gas conversion in order to accommodate fluctuating wind power feed-in) and the conversion of the transport sector. This will enable the shift from natural gas to biogas as well as provide flexibility for the integration of more wind energy. The future heat sector will take on a bridging role between the electricity producer and consumer. The high share of CHP brings on the challenge of maintaining high energy efficiency, even though the baseload needed for future electricity production will be lower. Heat demand will be the driving factor behind the operation of CHP plants. The flexibility of the heat sector is particularly important for the conversion of the electricity sector. There will be a fuel shift from coal to biomass in central CHP power plants. Integration of heat pumps in district heating, utilisation of process heat and the flexible use of individual heating installations, in combination with an increased interplay of cooling processes, are just a few examples of trends one can expect to see in the heat sector. The role of the future transport system will be to provide energy efficient mobility. This involves a fuel shift – one that incorporates wind-based electricity for electric vehicles and transportation fuels produced by renewable power such as ethanol.

The Danish energy system is influenced by developments in neighbouring countries. This influence extends to interconnectors, policy decisions and market design.

Due to its geographical location and relative size, the Danish energy system is strongly influenced by developments in neighbouring countries. Denmark is part of both the Nordic and the continental European power systems. Increased interconnection allows for more cross-border trade and power balancing across regions. The use of interconnectors is a major flexibility option for the integration of wind energy. The degree of Denmark’s future physical integration depends on how long it takes to plan and commission new interconnectors, such as the COBRACable (to the Netherlands), the Viking Link (to the UK) and Kriegers Flak (Baltic 2 to Germany). There are also plans in place to upgrade the Danish-German interconnection from Jutland (West Denmark) to northern Germany. Danish electricity prices will be impacted by the future power mixes prevalent in Germany, Sweden and Norway. Germany is striving for an 80 percent share of renewables in electricity by 2050. In Germany, wind energy, both on- and offshore, is predominantly deployed in the north of the country, which means near to Denmark. Progress in internal German grid expansion, particularly with a view to transmission corridors between the north and south of the country, has therefore received a lot of attention recently in Denmark. Likewise, policy decisions, e.g. concerning strategic reserves or capacity mechanisms in adjacent countries, have direct implications for prices and the security of electricity supply in Denmark.

There is increasing integration of national electricity markets on the road to implementing a single European electricity market. European network codes lay down common connection, operational and market rules.

With the establishment of a European Internal Electricity Market (IEM), there is increased market coupling between

---

previously national and regional electricity markets. Market coupling between Germany and Denmark was initiated in 2008 and, after some initial hurdles, successfully relaunched at the end of 2009. In order to achieve pan-European harmonisation, the so-called EU “Target Model” covers forward, day-ahead, intraday and balancing markets as well as the calculation of cross-border capacity. The Target Model serves as a blueprint (or reference) model for a common European electricity market. It has been developed in parallel with regional market integration initiatives. To tackle cross-border issues, ENTSO-E (European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity) has taken charge of developing network codes. These network codes set connection, operational and market rules for the European electricity sector. They will replace pre-existing national or regional rules (e.g. in the Nordic countries). The aim is to build a common framework as European energy markets become increasingly interlinked. The integration of renewable energy sources and ensuring the security of supply are important goals when establishing a coherent set of rules for Europe. Network codes need to be implemented nationally, and so they are crucial for the further development and operation of grids and markets in the individual Member States.
6. Lessons learned and regulatory responses – An overview

The following sections provide an overview of regulatory responses and lessons learned in coping with some of the challenges posed by the energy transition in Denmark. At the same time, new challenges that have arisen only recently are also addressed. These emergent challenges are important issues in the exchange of energy policy expertise between Germany and Denmark. As some of the challenges facing both countries are rather similar, cross-border dialogue and cooperation may aid in finding solutions.

The order in which the lessons learned from the Danish energy transition will be presented in the following chapters is inspired by the structure of the electricity sector. This also reflects how the trends identified in the previous section affect the entire system. For example, as wind energy becomes more cost competitive with increasing rates of deployment, this has implications for market integration (e.g. imports and exports), new market models, balancing, support schemes, the grid and, ultimately, public acceptance and costs.

The box in the centre column (Figure 7) illustrates the aspects discussed in this paper for the three segments on the left: generation, the grid and electricity consumers. Each segment encompasses various aspects, as broken down below:

- Electricity production:
  - Early market integration within the Nordic power market of which Denmark is a part and utilisation of complementary generation mixes across Nordic countries.
  - The consensual approach for a new Market Model 2.0.

### Overview of structure of challenges and regulatory responses addressed in this paper.

The structure here has been inspired by the structure of the power sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electricity Production</th>
<th>Electricity Transmission</th>
<th>Electricity Consumers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market integration</td>
<td>Market Model 2.0</td>
<td>Support schemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing market</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost competitiveness of wind energy</td>
<td>需增加系统灵活性</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles of inner Danish grid expansion</td>
<td>德国内部电网发展</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnectors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European energy market integration</td>
<td>德国内部电网发展</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation &amp; acceptance</td>
<td>德国内部电网发展</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost issue of support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developments in other sectors</td>
<td>德国内部电网发展</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developments in neighbouring countries</td>
<td>德国内部电网发展</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Own illustration.
• Low-hanging fruit: opening the regulating power (balancing) market for wind power producers.
• Design of Danish support schemes, including tendering for offshore wind energy.

→ Electricity transmission (and distribution):
• Principles of internal Danish grid expansion: undergrounding and “beautification” measures.
• Interconnectors for imports and exports to neighbouring countries.

→ Electricity consumers:
• Public acceptance and legal stipulations for enabling participation of local citizens.
• Financing and the cost of supporting renewable deployment (so-called PSO tariff).

The selection of topics is not exhaustive but has been chosen based on what may be of particular interest in light of current challenges and discussions in the electricity sector.
7. Lessons learned from the power market: Early integration and a new power market design

Major findings and lessons learned:

→ **Cross-border balancing of Danish power production** with the other Nordic countries has worked very effectively as a **flexibility option**. Denmark has 6.4 GW interconnectors linking it with other countries (as compared with Danish peak demand of 6 GW). The history of interconnection is also the history of early market integration between Nordic power markets.

→ Hydropower in Sweden and Norway can be used for importing electricity to Denmark. Sufficient interconnection capacity for export to neighbouring countries, including Germany, becomes increasingly important during times of **high wind energy feed-in**.

→ Influx into Nordic hydropower reservoirs has traditionally influenced Danish power prices. Now wind energy exerts **downward pressure on prices**. This not only poses a challenge for conventional power stations but in the future will also be of issue for renewable power producers such as wind power.

→ There is need for a **new market model** in order to ensure adequate flexibility and capacity in the future. Throughout the **Market Model 2.0** process, initiated by Energinet.dk, stakeholders will work together to find a **consensual approach**.

→ The **Danish regulating power – or balancing – market** provides favourable conditions for the participation of **wind energy**, such as asymmetric bids, short gate closure times and a market split up into an **availability market** and an **activation market** (with energy only bids).

→ Electricity based on renewables has priority access. Despite high wind shares, there is hardly any curtailment of onshore wind energy. For offshore wind farms, a special rule for **downward regulation** applies.

7.1 Early grid and market integration as a cross-border flexibility option

The Nordic countries are some of the first movers in terms of regional electricity market integration. Nord Pool ASA was founded as early as 1996, when Norway and Sweden established a joint power exchange. Two years later, Finland entered the Nordic electricity market. In July 1999, the day-ahead market Elspot went operational. Elspot handles the auction of hourly power contracts for physical delivery the following day. **Denmark** joined the power exchange **in the year 2000, leading to full integration of the Nordic power markets**.36 Notably, at that time, there was no transmission link between West Denmark (the area of Jutland and Funen) and East Denmark (the area of Zealand, including Copenhagen). It was not until August 2010 that the Great Belt Power Link (Storebælt HVDC) went operational, connecting the East and West Danish power systems. The Great Belt Power Link is a 400 kV direct current (DC) connection with a transmission capacity of 600 MW. Still today, the transmission systems of the two Danish regions remain separate in the sense that they are not synchronised.

As part of Nord Pool, Denmark functions like a hub, “bridging” the Nordic and the continental European power systems. West Denmark (DK 1) is synchronised with the German system and, thereby, with the continental synchronous area of Europe (former UCTE). The Jutland–Germany connection consists of four alternating current (AC)

36 Nord Pool Spot (2015a). Note that West Denmark joined in July 1999, and East Denmark in October of the following year.
interconnectors. In total, accounting for congestions in the surrounding grids, the transmission capacity from West Denmark to Germany amounts to 1,780 MW in the south-bound direction (export) and 1,500 MW in the northbound direction (import). Furthermore, West Denmark has DC interconnections to Sweden (Konti-Skan) and Norway (Skagerrak).

By contrast, East Denmark (DK 2) is synchronised with the Nordic system (former NORDEL) by means of four AC connections to Sweden. Additionally, East Denmark has one DC connection of 600 MW capacity (Kontek) to Germany.

The total interconnector capacity from Denmark to Norway and Sweden is 4,072 MW and to Germany is 2,380 MW. The 6.4 GW of combined interconnector capacity is slightly more than Danish peak demand of 6 GW. Interconnectors constitute a very important flexibility option for the balancing of fluctuating wind power feed-in. The role of imports and exports is further touched upon in Section 9 (the section dealing with the Danish grid), while this section focuses instead on market implications.

The complementary generation mixes in the Nordics – Denmark, with its increasing wind shares, and Norway and Sweden, with their hydropower-based systems – have worked advantageously in balancing electricity supply within the Nordic region.

Electricity supply in Norway is primarily composed of hydropower. Sweden has an electricity mix that combines hydropower and nuclear energy, whereas Finland has thermal power, nuclear and hydropower. The power mixes are somewhat complementary so that balancing across regions can be achieved. Sufficient interconnector capacity is a prerequisite for this. Figure 8 illustrates how the Danish electricity price is influenced by precipitation levels in the neighbouring Nordic countries. Rainfall is a significant source of inflow into hydropower reservoirs and hence im-

---

**Figure 8**

Spot market prices in Denmark between 1999 and 2014. The price is decomposed into system price, the price in West Denmark and the price in East Denmark. Historically and even today, influx into hydropower reservoirs in neighbouring countries has had a significant impact on the Danish electricity price.

ENS (2015b).
pacts the amount of hydropower available. Lower levels in the hydro reservoirs translate into higher electricity prices, since more costly sources of electricity generation than hydropower then need to be activated.

Historically, hydropower in Norway and Sweden has had a significant influence on the Danish electricity price from wet year to dry year – however, with higher shares of wind power installed, wind energy feed-in plays an increasing role in exerting downward pressure on prices in certain hours.

The Danish day-ahead market Elspot is based on marginal pricing rules. This means that the last bid activated determines the market price. Wind energy is a rather capital-intensive technology and incurs nearly zero operating costs. In order to derive the aggregated electricity supply curve, the different production technologies may be ranked in order of ascending price, reflected by their respective marginal cost. This is the so-called merit order curve (Figure 9). The market price is determined where the supply curve and the demand curve (consumption) intersect. Gas turbines are at the upper end of the merit order curve, as they incur high variable costs upon activation. This means their bids will be activated only in hours of very high prices. By contrast, wind energy, solar PV and hydropower are at the lower end of the merit order as they are very capital-intensive but incur virtually zero marginal cost (no fuel costs upon activation).

Wind energy produces electricity depending on the weather situation. In times of high wind energy feed-in, the larger wind share moves the merit order curve to the right, which consequently results in lower spot prices. In the future, the development of power mixes in neighbouring countries may also impact prices in Denmark. In Sweden, for instance, the current government intends to close some older nuclear plants in the vicinity of Ringhals and to set new goals for renewable energy deployment. These closures and new deployment goals could result in less controllable generation capacity in the Nordic market and may also induce down-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Merit order curve in the Nordic Countries. Stylised supply curve for the Scandinavian and German electricity markets.</th>
<th>Figure 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The y-axis depicts cost per MWh in Danish crowns (Kr). Wind power farms would most likely bid in at the lowest costs in the electricity market, as they do not have any fuel costs to cover. The same applies in principle to hydroelectricity; however, hydroelectric plants with storage capacity can hold back their production and thereby optimise production in accordance with the expected market prices for electricity. Next in terms of cost are nuclear energy, coal plants and biomass plants, which are more expensive than hydro and wind but also have relatively low fuel costs. Gas and oil-fired plants usually come in last.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>Biomass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydro</td>
<td>Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Coal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ea (2015), study on behalf of Agora Energiewende.
ward pressure on the Nordic – and Danish – electricity price as more renewables enter the Nordic system as a whole.39

7.2 Market Model 2.0: Current challenges and a consensual approach to finding a new market design

The existing market design is under increasing pressure. This is apparent both during extreme situations, such as hours with negative prices, and at times of lower price levels in general, especially as higher wind shares enter the Nordic system.

For conventional power plants, for gas in particular, the combination of overall lower price levels and fewer hours of activation can exert serious economic pressure – in the future, renewable power producers will also feel this pressure.

Because gas turbines and conventional generation are run fewer hours, they have less time in which to recover their investments. With high shares of fluctuating renewable energy feed-in, the classical notion of baseload and peak load power plants no longer applies. Instead, flexibility and fast ramping are the new attributes placed on power plants.

The value of flexibility, however, is not reflected in the current market design. Under the current design and into the foreseeable future, renewable electricity producers will be faced with the question of how to cover their fixed costs. At present, Danish wind power producers still receive support from a feed-in tariff/price premium system (and, for offshore wind, from a tendering scheme combined with Contracts for Difference). With a higher penetration of wind energy, the market, with its current marginal cost-based design, is increasingly put under pressure.

The hours with negative electricity prices have significantly increased during the past four years – this challenge will most likely persist into the future. Electricity imports from Germany could exacerbate the situation. In the Danish system, the annual number of hours with negative market prices, i.e. where supply exceeds demand, have grown over the years. In 2011, there were negative electricity prices in 15 hours; in 2012, in 33 hours; in 2013, in 39 hours; and in 2014, in 46 hours. These prices apply to West Denmark, where the large portion of wind energy is deployed. East Denmark typically experiences shorter periods with negative prices because of its higher degree of interconnection with Sweden.40 Moreover, during periods of high wind energy feed-in, the situation on the German market may exert additional downward pressure on the Danish electricity price. With increasing wind deployment in the north of Germany, there may be simultaneous excess supply in the north of Germany and in Denmark. It is no longer an option to simply export Danish wind power to Germany during these hours of excess production. To illustrate: During the night of 2/3 January 2015, both Germany and Denmark experienced negative prices. Theoretically, wind power imported from Germany could in turn be exported from Denmark to Norway. However, in the course of this same night, the interconnectors between Denmark and Norway/Sweden were congested.41 On Sunday morning, 4 January 2015, electricity prices were lower in Germany than in Denmark. Consequently, electricity was exported from Germany to Denmark, and then exported again from Denmark to Norway. Typically, negative prices occur during winter months with lots of wind and in periods of low electricity consumption, but they are not that frequent during the rest of the year.42

This example makes evident the common challenge that Denmark and northern Germany face during periods of high wind energy production, especially in the winter. The importance of grid expansion becomes obvious. This concerns both interconnector capacity as well as internal grid expansion within Germany to transport electricity from the north to the south of the country. Notably, internal German grid expansion could contribute to increased Danish-German integration by enabling further exports from Denmark to

---


40 Wittrup, 2015a.


Germany during times of high wind energy feed-in in the Danish system. A prerequisite for this is sufficient interconnector capacity. At the same time, internal German grid expansion will facilitate Nordic–German market integration in general, especially with respect to interconnector capacity to the other Nordic countries such as Norway, where the NordLink interconnector is planned.

In order to address the market challenge in Denmark, the Danish transmission system operator Energinet.dk initiated a market redesign process in spring 2014. The new market design, called *Markedsmodel 2.0*, is being developed in collaboration with a broad array of stakeholders representing many sides of the energy sector.

The implementation of the new market model is envisaged for 2016. The vision for the future electricity market involves the creation of a long-term framework, an appropriate investment climate and attractive business models that would facilitate the energy transition while also ensuring security of supply. The process is divided in two phases:

1. **Phase 1 – Market scenarios (June through October 2014):** focus on prerequisites and challenges to solutions, matching stakeholder assumptions. This phase concluded with a report based on four workshops and two seminars held with stakeholders as well as quantitative and qualitative analyses and the contributions of experts.
2. **Phase 2 – Refinement of market regulations (ult. 2014 through mid-2015):** focus on distribution of roles, governance and product definition as well as processes.

Based on challenges identified in the current market design, possible market solutions to incentivise flexibility and/or capacity have been mapped out.

A further narrowing down of future market options has led to the identification of three major market solutions relevant to the Danish context. Each of these involves, to varying degrees, adjustments or more significant changes to the present market design:

- Clear price signals, providing an improved framework for investments in flexibility.
- Strategic reserve in order to secure capacity in extreme situations.
- Capacity market, implying direct payment for capacity.

There is a trade-off between the degree of regulatory intervention and the securing of sufficient capacity in the future. The final product of Phase 2 of the project will be a catalogue of different market models detailing the combination of solutions that each provides.

There are five working groups associated with the project:

- "Clear price signals" (main track),
- "Capacity markets" (main track),
- "Flexible consumption" (analysis group),
- "Flexibility from wind turbines and other renewable energy" (analysis group),
- "Heating" (analysis group).

The structure of these groups illustrates how interdependencies between electricity production, flexible demand and the heating sector are taken into account.

In order to establish a framework for the development of market solutions, the Markedsmodel 2.0 project group has identified design criteria for the new market design. It is worth highlighting that these criteria prioritise the demand side, as flexible consumption needs to be integrated in all markets. The market model should be as technologically neutral as possible and value energy and other types of supply independent of any given applied technology. The production and consumption side, including large and small actors, must compete on equal terms.

---

43 Sommer (2014).
44 Energinet.dk (2015a).
45 Energinet.dk and Quartz+CO (2014).
46 Energinet.dk (2015b).
**Info Box: The Nordic Electricity Market – Market Design and Price Zones**

**Denmark consists of two price zones.** On the physical day-ahead market Elspot, this is reflected in Denmark’s division into two bidding areas: West Denmark (DK 1) and East Denmark (DK 2).

The Elspot gate closure is at 12:00 CET prior to the day of physical delivery, i.e. market participants can submit their bids and offers 12 to 36 hours before the actual hour of operation. After gate closure, based on aggregated demand and supply curves for the entire Nordic system, a system price is determined for each hour of the following day. For system price calculation, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland represent a single area; the Baltic countries and Poland each constitute one area. The system price is calibrated irrespective of any potential transmission constraints. It serves as a Nordic reference price. Depending on the limits of available transmission capacity, congestions in power flows may occur. In this case, different area prices are established. Sweden and Norway are composed of four and five bidding areas, respectively, whereas Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia as well as Finland are represented by one bidding area each. The equilibrium price for each area (so-called area price) is determined by the intersection of aggregated demand and supply curves within each bidding area. An area with surplus power (surplus area) turns into a low price area. By contrast, an area with too little supply in relation to demand (deficit area) constitutes a high price area. After the initial area price determination, power flows are allocated by utilising the available trading capacity between different price areas to the maximum. That is, power flows from the low to the high price area. This means that the area price in the low price area is adjusted upward, whereas the area price in the high price area decreases. This way, in the final determination of area prices, both aggregated demand and supply curves of the respective areas as well as utilisation of still available trading capacity to adjacent areas are taken into account.47

As more wind energy enters the system, short-term markets increase in importance since more accurate forecasts can be made close to the actual delivery hour.

In the most extreme case, there may be up to 36 hours between the gate closure of Elspot (at noon) and the actual delivery hour on the next day (midnight). After gate closure of the Elspot market, participants can continue trading on the intraday market called Elbas until up to one hour prior to physical delivery. Elbas is open around the clock, seven days a week. This allows for further adjustment of supply and demand as the actual hour of operation is approaching. The Elbas market is comprised of Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Germany.

During the **actual hour of operation**, deviations in real-time in demand and supply are handled by the transmission system operators (TSOs) in the balancing market. Again, there is a differentiation between the two Danish areas: For West Denmark, primary, secondary and manual reserves are procured by the Danish TSO Energinet.dk. For East Denmark, frequency-controlled disturbance reserve and frequency-controlled normal operation reserve are purchased by Energinet.dk in collaboration with the Swedish TSO Svenska Kraftnät.46
7.3 Low hanging fruit: Participation of wind power producers in the regulating power market

In general, ancillary services must be procured in order to secure system reliability. Regulating power is necessary to balance deviations in demand and supply during the actual hour of market operation. Reactive power is essential for voltage control. A challenge for a new market design is the future provision of ancillary services. Traditionally, ancillary services have been provided by large-scale, controllable central power plants. With increasing shares of renewables, there is need for new procurement mechanisms for the provision of ancillary services by new actors (e.g. renewable generators, grid operators or other parties) as there are fewer classical must-run baseload plants in the system.

The specific characteristics of the Danish regulating power market account for increased flexibility: these include an availability market and an activation market, asymmetrical bids and short gate closure times.

In Denmark there are two control zones: DK 1/West Denmark and DK 2/East Denmark. These two control zones procure different types of products for the delivery of ancillary services (Table 6). The Danish transmission system operator (TSO) Energinet.dk contracts reserves via bilateral agreements with a production or consumption balancing responsible party for a predefined period.

The largest share of reserve procurement in Denmark consists of manual reserves, i.e. capacity that is available for manual balancing of the system according to an agreement between Energinet.dk and the relevant market actors. Market actors that provide manual reserves are obliged to submit capacity bids for activation in the regulating power market. The actors receive a capacity payment and, upon activation, an energy price. For activation, a marginal pricing method is applied, that is, the most costly activated bid sets the price.

In addition to this "classical approach" of a combined availability and activation market, there is also the possibility for

47 More detailed information can be found at: http://www.nordpoolspot.com/TAS/Day-ahead-market-Espot/
48 More information can be found on Energinet.dk’s website: http://energinet.dk/EN/El/Systemydelser-for-e/Sider/default.aspx
49 Energinet.dk (2013c).

Overview of types of reserves in West and East Denmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Terminology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENTSO-E West DK East DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary reserve (Frequency stability)</td>
<td>Frequency containment reserves (FCR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary reserve</td>
<td>Frequency Restoration Reserves (afRFR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary reserve</td>
<td>Frequency Restoration Reserves (mFRR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replacement Reserves (RR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Energinet.dk (2013c), p. 3.
submitting only energy bids. This means that for balancing responsible parties there are two possibilities for participation in the regulating power market/mFRR for tertiary reserves.50

→ 1) Capacity for activation: The market actor can sign an agreement with Energinet.dk to provide manual reserves for upward and downward regulation. The actor is then obliged to submit bids for activation in the pre-defined period for the corresponding capacity (as referred to above as the “classical approach”).
   • Income: The actor receives a capacity payment and, upon activation, an energy payment.
   • Gate closure: 17:00 on the day prior to the delivery day.

→ 2) Energy bids: The market actor can choose to provide only energy bids whenever this is economically attractive.
   • Income: The actor receives an energy payment only upon activation.
   • Gate closure: 45 minutes prior to the actual operating hour.

Notably, the market design is asymmetric: it is possible to submit bids for only upward or downward regulation.

Wind energy producers can proactively contribute to the system balance by providing downward regulation during times of excess production.

Traditionally, wind operators feed electricity into the grid whenever the wind is blowing, as production incurs virtually no marginal cost. The fluctuating wind energy feed-in is accommodated by other generation units adjusting their output – or by alternative flexibility options, such as electricity exports via interconnectors. However, when a proactive operation philosophy is applied, the flexibility of wind turbines allows wind generators to contribute to system balancing directly. By reducing their output during times of excess production in the system, wind turbines can provide downward regulation and thereby reduce the system imbalance.51 A prerequisite for this is a regulating power market design that enables wind generators to participate in this way.

In 2011, the Danish TSO Energinet.dk adopted changes to existing regulation that enabled wind power producers to participate with activation bids in the Nordic regulating power market.52 Energy only products (activation market) and short gate closure times are crucial factors given that the forecast error for wind energy feed-in decreases closer to the actual operating hour. The minimum bid size for the individual operating hours in Denmark is +/-10 megawatts. For wind energy producers, this implies the necessity of pooling wind turbines in order to participate in the regulating power market.

During the hour of operation Energinet.dk activates the necessary upward or downward regulating power bids. Denmark is part of the Nordic Operational Information System (NOIS), the Nordic regulating power market. Price formation takes place in a similar fashion to that of the Elspot market (see also Info Box: The Nordic Electricity Market): the marginal bid sets the price (marginal pricing principle). The marginal hourly price is determined by the highest activated regulating power bid. It is the same across all Nordic price areas, provided that there are no bottlenecks.53 In the case of bottlenecks, the regulating power market is split, and the area affected by the bottleneck will have its own regulating power price.54

So far, there is hardly any curtailment of onshore wind energy. For offshore wind energy deployed with the tendering scheme, there is a special regulation for downward regulation.

50 Energinet.dk (2013c).
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51 A more extensive case study on market integration of wind power in electricity system balancing has been carried out by Sorknæs et al. (2013).
52 Energinet.dk (2011).
54 Energinet.dk (2008).
Curtailment – that is, the “forced” shedding production – of wind turbines is a last resort option during times of over-supply to maintain system balance or to alleviate network constraints. Danish regulations stipulate priority access to the grid for electricity production based on renewable energy sources or waste as well as for decentralised CHP plants (§27c (5), Danish Electricity Supply Act). If it is necessary for maintaining security of supply, the Danish TSO Energinet.dk can reduce or fully curtail output of prioritised electricity production. This only applies in the event that reducing electricity production from other power plants proves insufficient for maintaining the technical quality and balance within the entire power system (ibid). Despite the high wind share, so far there has only been very limited curtailment of onshore wind turbines in Denmark.

An increasing number of onshore wind power producers participate in the regulating power market. In their bids, market participants can indicate the price (i.e. how low the spot price shall be) at which they offer to cease production of their wind turbines. By offering regulating power during hours with negative spot prices, wind power producers can still receive income while helping to mitigate the negative price effect on the spot market. Note that this incentive is partially driven by the design of the Danish support scheme. Depending on the year that a given power producer obtained grid connection, some onshore wind power producers are entitled to a fixed premium on top of the electricity wholesale price, as opposed to a Contract for Difference or fixed feed-in tariff scheme. It is also important to mention that in Denmark, the duration of support for wind energy onshore (price premium) is paid for a certain number of full load hours (e.g. for 22,000 full load hours). Furthermore, two of the more recently tendered offshore wind farms – Anholt and in the future Horns Rev 3 – receive support only during hours with positive electricity wholesale prices. For these types of onshore and offshore wind power producers, supplying negative regulating power thus leads to deferred though not forfeited support income.

Notably, there is one exception in terms of priority access. This exception applies to offshore wind energy producers (§34 (3), Danish Renewable Energy Act): the TSO can require downward regulation by means of reducing or stopping production from offshore wind turbines that have been awarded contracts by means of the tendering procedure (a further explanation of tendering is given in Section 8). Downward regulation may be necessary:

- due to the malfunction or necessary maintenance of transmission equipment for transporting electricity to land or to the rest of the transmission grid, or
- due to other capacity limits in the transmission grid that can be alleviated by downward regulation.

These offshore wind power producers are financially compensated as stipulated by §35 of the Danish Renewable Energy Act. The compensation payment is determined based on the loss in income, if electricity had been sold during this period, according to the type of support granted to the individual offshore wind farm (which may either be the sum of the market price and price premium or fixed price, depending on the offshore wind farm – or according to the market price when the offshore wind farm is no longer entitled to support; see Chapter 8). Notably, the compensation procedure is different for newly installed offshore wind farms such as Anholt. During hours with negative market prices – where the Anholt offshore wind farm does not receive support – there is also no payment for curtailment on behalf of the TSO (§35 (3), Danish Renewable Energy Act).

---

55 For a more detailed overview of different types of curtailment, see e.g. Jacobsen and Schröder (2012).

56 This is applicable for 25 years after obtaining the permit for deploying offshore wind energy on sea territory or in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ). Note that there is no financial compensation in case of force majeure. There is no compensation for the Anholt offshore wind farm during hours where the fixed market price is not positive and there is no price premium.
8. Promotion of renewable energy sources

Major findings and lessons learned:

- The support for Danish onshore wind energy includes different variants of feed-in tariff and fixed premium schemes, including compensation for balancing cost. The support is either paid for a number of years or for full load hours.

- For offshore wind energy, there are two procedures: the tendering procedure and the "open door" procedure in areas not designated for tendering. The outcome of previous tenders for offshore wind reveals large differences in the tendered price level and resulting costs.

- There are three crucial support scheme design elements for the participation of investors in the tendering procedure: Contracts for Difference as financial support, guaranteed grid connection and a one-stop-shop authority (Danish Energy Agency).

- Multi-site tendering is applied in six designated areas for awarding contracts to nearshore wind farms (350 MW). The less stringent conditions for nearshore projects facilitate the entry of newcomers to the Danish offshore segment.

- The regulations concerning consumer ownership – with 20 percent offered to local citizens – also apply to nearshore tenders. Furthermore, there is a special regulation for offshore demonstration projects with a guaranteed level of support.

Danish energy policy has been promoting renewable energy for a long time. The country already features a broad range of regulations, voluntary agreements as well as planning and economic instruments, including financial support of various kinds.

Traditionally, renewable energy policy evolved from regulation of CHP development and the biomass (straw) used in central power plants, as well as public planning to facilitate the deployment of wind energy. This planning/regulatory framework has been backed by incentives for private engagement in investment in renewable generation (Section 10). The support level as well as the support regime depends on the technology and on the year when the renewable energy installation was connected to the grid.

Generally, funding for the support of renewables is financed by means of a special surcharge included in consumer electricity bills, called the PSO (Public Service Obligation) surcharge. To some extent, the PSO surcharge can be regarded as the Danish equivalent of the German “EEG-Umlage” (Renewable Energy Act/EEG surcharge). A discussion concerning the financing of renewable energy deployment and its impact on industry, similar to the ongoing discussion in Germany, has arisen lately in Denmark as well. This will further be elaborated upon in Section 10.2.

The two most important support instruments are feed-in premiums and fixed feed-in tariffs at various levels. The latter are provided as Contracts for Difference determined in tendering procedures for offshore wind. The duration of support is either based on full load hours, on a predefined number of years, or both.

Generally, the Danish system is comprised of four different types of renewable energy support schemes:

- Fixed premium case: Eligible producers obtain a price premium (e.g. 25 øre/kWh) independent of the spot market price. This premium is fixed and paid on top of the

57 ENS (2015e) and ENS (2015f).
electricity wholesale price. This type of support can be granted with or without a cap. If there is a cap, at a certain market price the (otherwise fixed) price premium will be reduced or no longer provided once the upper limit is reached.

→ **Fixed feed-in tariff case with variable premium:** Eligible producers are entitled to a fixed total support income (e.g., 60 øre/kWh). The support premium (price supplement) that an eligible producer obtains from the TSO Energinet.dk corresponds to the difference between the spot market price and the fixed support income. Hence, the amount of the premium is variable, depending on the level of the spot market price (Nord Pool) in the price area that the renewable production unit is grid-connected to.

→ **Contract for Difference ( CfD) with tendering scheme:** Offshore wind farms participating in the tendering scheme sell the electricity on the market themselves. They obtain variable support based on the difference between the spot market price and the price at which they have been awarded the tender. This support scheme resembles the fixed feed-in tariff case with a variable premium described above. The major difference is that a tendering procedure is used in order to determine the level of support for an individual offshore wind farm.

→ **Basic support payment:** Support is given as a fixed annual amount.

Frequently, price premium payments are accompanied by additional compensation for balancing costs. Several other instruments are used in addition to the four described above, but they are more limited in terms of funds available and in terms of the technologies and developers that are eligible.

For wind energy onshore, different variants of the feed-in premium scheme are applied. Fixed feed-in tariffs (as CfDs) have been used in the tendering for offshore wind farms and to promote some of the small-scale production technologies such as solar PV, household wind turbines and biogas. Investment support plays a much smaller role but has been used to a limited extent for biogas. Previously decentralised CHP plants were subsidised by a three part, time-divided feed-in tariff, but in order to make CHP technology operate more flexibly on the power market, this system was replaced by an annual grant determined partly by the support level of previous years and meant to continue until 2018.

A more detailed overview of the history of CHP support and the increased flexibilisation of CHP plants is provided by Ea (2015).

### 8.1 Supporting onshore wind energy

In the very beginning and prior to the electricity market reform in 1999, onshore wind power producers received a fixed feed-in tariff. The 1999 reform liberalised the Danish electricity sector and also reformed the support paid to wind power producers. For wind turbines connected between 2000 and 2002, support was still based on a fixed feed-in tariff. However, this support was granted for a restricted period of time depending on full load hours. Once 22,000 full load hours were reached, there was a shift to a fixed premium of 1.3 ct/kWh paid on top of the spot market price. Furthermore, the fixed premium scheme featured a total cap at 4.8 ct/kWh.

When feed-in premiums for wind energy onshore were at very low levels after 2000, this resulted in a rather slow expansion of onshore wind energy in subsequent years. Thereafter, regulation on support has been changed again.

Feed-in premiums were at relatively low levels after 2000. This resulted in a rather slow expansion of onshore wind energy from that point on. Recently, the level of support has slightly increased – in contrast with the trends observed in many other countries.

New onshore wind capacity receives a premium of 3.4 ct/kWh on top of the market price. The sum of the market price and the premium is capped at 7.8 ct/kWh. This means that the premium is correspondingly reduced if this level is reached. Support is provided for a limited amount of electricity generation calculated according to the following formula:
Due to the limitation of full load hours, in practice the actual amount paid needs to be considered. When comparing wind to other technologies, this difference may be even more pronounced.

### 8.2 Offshore tender results and conditions for existing wind farms

Denmark was one of the first movers in offshore wind energy deployment. The first Danish offshore wind project (Vindeby) dates back to 1991. Due to geographical conditions, there is a differentiation between offshore and nearshore wind farms.

There are two types of procedures for offshore wind projects in Denmark: the “open door procedure” (åben dør) and the government tendering procedure (udbud).

---

**Turbine capacity in MW \(\times (6,600 \text{ hours} + \text{rotor area in m}^2 \times 5.6 \text{ MWh/m}^2)\)**

Calculated in this way, the average amount of support for onshore wind turbines corresponds to approximately 25,000 full load hours.

In addition to the premium, all turbines receive a compensation of 0.3 ct/kWh to account for the average costs for balancing, which the turbine owners are responsible for and have to cover.

For onshore wind capacity installed earlier than 2014 there are a variety of support levels and conditions still in place. Table 7 illustrates the differences applied over the years, which still determine a major portion of the support provided today. For a comparison of the levels of support, it is vital to include the duration of the support either in full load hours or limited support time (e.g. 20 years). In reality, the level of support for the expected lifetime generation is less than might be inferred from the numbers in the table.

### Support schemes and levels of support for new and existing onshore and offshore wind capacity.

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Fixed premium case</th>
<th>Cap on premium + market</th>
<th>Feed-in tariff case</th>
<th>Expiration of support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New onshore wind turbines grid connected as of 1 January 2014 and offshore without tender that have applied for feasibility study after 15 June 2013</strong></td>
<td>0.3 (bal.)</td>
<td>Premium: 3.4 Total cap: 7.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eligible for the sum of 6,600 full load hours and an electricity production of 5.6 MWh per m² rotor area, corresponding in total to around 25,000 full load hours depending on the type of wind turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Onshore turbines connected 21 February 2008 through 31 December 2013</strong></td>
<td>3.4 + 0.3 (bal.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eligible for 22,000 full load hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offshore wind turbines not covered by tenders connected as of 21 February 2008, with application for preliminary assessment prior to 15 June 2013</strong></td>
<td>3.4 + 0.3 (bal.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eligible for 22,000 full load hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wind turbines outside tenders connected 1 January 2005 through 20 February 2008</strong></td>
<td>1.3 + 0.3 (bal.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wind turbines outside tenders connected before 2000 and 2003-2004</strong></td>
<td>0.3 (bal.)</td>
<td>Premium: 1.3 Total cap: 4.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>For 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind turbines connected 2000-2002...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Price + cap applies after expiration of support for 22,000 full load hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...Up to 22,000 full load hours</td>
<td>0.3 (bal.)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...After 22,000 full load hours</td>
<td>0.3 (bal.)</td>
<td>Premium: 1.3 Total cap: 4.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENS (2015f).
Under the open door procedure, the project developer selects a water area for the offshore or nearshore wind farm himself and submits an unsolicited application for a license to conduct the necessary site investigations. For the open door procedure, one may choose only those areas that have not already been designated for the deployment of offshore wind farms as part of the tendering procedure.

Six designated areas were pointed out by the Danish Energy Agency on behalf of the Ministry for offshore wind tenders in order to secure sites for large-scale offshore wind projects even after 2020.58 Jammerbugt, Ringkøbing, Horns Rev, Store Middelgrund, Kriegers Flak and Rønne Banke. In addition, six designated areas were announced for nearshore projects:59 Bornholm, Smålandsfarvandet, Sejers Bugt, Sæby, Vesterhav Syd and Vesterhav Nord. “Open door” offshore wind projects are excluded from these areas. Upon positive preliminary assessment demonstrating the approval of an “open door” project, the project developer obtains a license to implement the project and is entitled to support by means of a premium scheme (Table 7).

By contrast, under the government tendering procedure, the Danish Energy Agency, Energistyrelsen, selects a site for which interested developers can participate as bidders in the tender. The level of support is determined by the winning bid of the tender. It is paid as a fixed settlement (feed-in tariff) under a Contract for Difference scheme. The price level of the winning bid may differ depending on the conditions of any given individual project as well as conditions such as wind speeds, water depths, specificities of the ground and seabed sediments. The idea behind the tendering scheme is to implement new offshore wind farms at specific sites in the most cost efficient way. Both the geographical location and the specific size of the project [MW] for which project developers can submit their bids are determined ex ante by the Danish Energy Agency. Importantly, the bid of each applicant needs to include the price (provided as a CfD) for a certain amount of production at which the project developer would deploy the project. The duration of support is based both on the amount of production (e.g. 10 or 20 TWh) as well as on a maximum number of years, typically 20. This means that financial support ceases, at the latest, after a certain time, even if the production amount has not yet been reached (Table 8).

Irrespective of the procedure applied, three licences are required for the deployment of an offshore wind farm:

→ License for preliminary investigations (1),
→ License for establishment (2),
→ License for electricity production (3).

A license for establishing an offshore wind farm is only granted if the initial assessments carried out under the first license for preliminary investigations have been successfully completed. It must be demonstrated that the offshore wind farm in question is compatible with relevant interests at sea. Likewise, the license for electricity production will only be granted if the conditions laid out in the license for establishment are met. The Danish Energy Agency is in this respect a “one-stop-shop” authority for granting all three licences. In addition, an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is required if the project is likely to have an impact on the environment.

For projects that fall under the tendering procedure such as Horns Rev 3 or Kriegers Flak, the TSO Energinet.dk carries out geophysical and geotechnical investigations in advance of the call for tenders. Along with technical background reports supporting the EIA, this material is publicly available on Energinet.dk’s website. In this way, offshore wind developers can inform themselves in greater detail with respect to the tendering site in question. In doing so, they can thoroughly assess the cost of the project before submitting a quotation for the fixed feed-in tariff (CfD) level under the tendering procedure. For example, for Horns Rev 3, all licenses for the construction and operation of the project were already included in the package for the award-winning bid.

58 ENS (2015g).
59 ENS (2015i).
Deloitte (2011) identified several reasons why other investors refrained from bidding for the Anholt wind farm: attractiveness of alternative markets such as the UK, shortage of capital induced by the financial crisis, lack of synergies (e.g. along the value chain and in different project phases) for long-term project deployment in Denmark, difficulty of entering the Danish market for various reasons, tendering conditions (timeframe, inflexible tendering process with little scope for negotiation, increased risk due to fines for delays, etc.). However, positive characteristics of the Danish tendering procedure were also noted by potential bidders:

- **Settlement method**: Fixed high price that is guaranteed for many years in advance (CfD scheme).
- **Guaranteed grid connection**: The guaranteed grid connection by the state, including its implementation and financing, contributes to reducing investor risk.
- **One-stop-shop**: The Danish Energy Agency serves as a one-stop-shop authority for offshore wind farms and coordinates with other relevant authorities to avoid conflict with other area interests and requirements such as natural protection. Hence, the process is for investors rather effective and unbureaucratic.

---

### Support level and conditions for tendered offshore capacity: fixed settlement as a Contract for Difference (CfD) scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offshore wind farms</th>
<th>Size (nameplate capacity)</th>
<th>Commissioning year</th>
<th>Support feed-in tariff (ct/kWh)</th>
<th>Duration of support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horns Rev 2</td>
<td>209 MW</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>Max of 10 TWh and max 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rødsand 2</td>
<td>207 MW</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>Max of 10 TWh and max 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anholt</td>
<td>400 MW</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>Max of 20 TWh and max 20 years (only support for positive market prices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horns Rev 3 (tender closed Feb 2015)</td>
<td>400 MW</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>Max of 20 TWh and max 20 years (only support for positive market prices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegers Flak (expected)</td>
<td>600 MW</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearshore wind farms (expected)</td>
<td>Total 400 MW</td>
<td>2018-2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENS (2015f) and compilation from projects’ websites.

---

The outcome of previous tenders held in Denmark for offshore wind reveals large differences in the tendered price level and resulting costs. Contracts for Difference as financial support, guaranteed grid connection and a one-stop-shop authority have been crucial support scheme design elements for the participation of investors.

Differences in the tendered price levels can be attributed to different factors, such as wind conditions at the site, water depth and distance to shore, seabed sediments as well as natural or man-made obstructions on or beneath the seabed. The last tender of Horns Rev 3 proved successful in reducing the price to 10.3 cent/kWh (77 øre/kWh) from the higher support level experienced with the Anholt wind farm where the tender was awarded in 2010 at 105.1 øre/kWh, corresponding to 113.2 øre/kWh in 2015-prices. This corresponds to around 14 cent/kWh (2010-price level). Four companies – Vattenfall, DONG Energy, Statoil and E.ON – participated as prequalified bidders in the tender for Horns Rev 3. By contrast, in the tender procedure for the Anholt offshore wind farm, there was only one bidder – DONG Energy – that subsequently also won the concession.

---

60 Danish currency: 100 øre are 1 Danish crown (DKK).
63 Deloitte (2011).
Multi-site tendering has been applied in six designated areas for awarding contracts to nearshore wind farms.

As part of the Energy Agreement 2012, it was decided that 450 MW nearshore wind farms should be deployed through 2020. This goal of 450 MW was subsequently reduced to 350 MW as part of the Growth Package (Vækstaftale) adopted in 2014. Furthermore, there are an additional 50 MW of nearshore wind projects for the purpose of research and demonstration.

In November 2012, based on a screening report six designated areas were pointed out for preliminary assessment and tendering for nearshore wind turbines: Vesterhav Syd, Vesterhav Nord, Sæby, Sejerø Bugt, Smålandsfarvandet and Bornholm. Prior to the designation of these six areas, public hearings were held with the aim of selecting those areas where potential project deployment was backed by municipalities. The nearshore project areas are 4 to 20 kilometres away from the coast.

The advantages of nearshore projects are lower operating and maintenance costs and less complex grid connection procedures due to lower voltage levels. For these nearshore tenders, the connection cost for transmission of electricity to shore is included in a similar manner as that for offshore wind tenders, as described earlier.\(^{64}\)

\(^{64}\) In contrast to these tendered nearshore projects, for other “nearshore projects” under the open door procedure, the wind project developer needs to pay for the connection costs to

---

Table 8 shows the remuneration levels for tendered offshore wind farms. The support per kWh generated in the lifetime of the wind farm may be in reality somewhat lower given that support expires after a generation of 20 TWh from Anholt and Horns Rev 3. A special clause excludes these offshore wind farms from receiving the feed-in price (as a CfD) when power market prices turn negative, though for a maximum of 300 hours per calendar year (§73(5), Danish Renewable Energy Act referring to the Anholt offshore wind farm). This clause hereby postpones the support in case of a large number of hours with negative prices in the spot market. Simultaneously, this may provide an incentive for providing regulating power (for further details on the downward regulation of offshore wind farms, see also Section 7.3).

An important characteristic of Danish tenders is the timely establishment of grid connection, guaranteed by the authorities. The connection costs from the offshore wind farm to the electricity grid are covered by the TSO Energinet.dk and then socialised among consumers. Thereby, uncertainty regarding timely connection to the transmission grid, which is crucial in terms of risk mitigation for offshore wind projects, has been shifted from the project developers to the authorities, including Energinet.dk. The remaining uncertainty regarding the connection of the individual turbines lies with the developer, who also must pay fines if the connection of turbines does not follow the schedule laid out in the tendering agreement.
In February 2015, the contract notice for the 350 MW nearshore tender was made public. It was open through the end of May 2015 (Figure 11). The idea behind **multi-site tendering** is that interested project developers can submit bids with a price for a specific area, with six different areas competing against one another. Projects will be deployed in areas with the best offers. This implies that there will not necessarily be nearshore deployment in all six designated areas if the results of the tendering procedure demonstrate that not all of them are cost efficient.

At the beginning of June 2015, the Danish Energy Agency announced that three companies were prequalified to offer to establish nearshore wind farms of up to 350 MW: Wpd HOFOR Danish Offshore Consortium, European Energy Nearshore Consortium and Vattenfall Vindkraft A/S. In total, five companies submitted applications for prequalification, of which only the three aforementioned were invited to participate in the approaching tendering negotiations. As compared with the last offshore wind tender for Horns Rev 3, the requirements for nearshore wind farms had been lowered in order to attract new bidders and increase competition. The first two of the three nearshore bidders are newcomers in the Danish offshore wind segment.

There are special regulations for offshore wind demonstration projects at nearshore sites to promote innovation and cost reduction. These sites are not designated in advance but are proposed by applicants.

In order to promote further development in the offshore wind segment, there is a special regulation for testing new offshore wind technologies. 50 MW of the overall 400 MW of nearshore wind turbines are dedicated to offshore demonstration projects. The Danish wind industry and uni-

---

The next connection point on land. However, there can be deviations from this rule under specific circumstances.

---
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versities had asked that there be an option to receive support for demonstration projects in order to take advantage of the potential for further cost reductions for electricity generated by offshore wind farms.68

Generally speaking, these offshore demonstration projects comprise the last step in the development of new offshore wind turbines or components for these turbines. By way of contrast, the initial steps in the development of demonstration projects and the testing of offshore wind turbine prototypes is not carried out on sea, but rather on land. Advanced test centres, for example the Linde Offshore Renewables Centre, exist for testing components (e.g. blades and nacelles). After component testing, prototype test sites host the first wind turbine units of a new type (e.g. the Østerild test facility). The final step of an offshore demonstration project comprises the first offshore deployment of a wind turbine designed to “prove” the technology in the intended environment, namely at sea. There are no designated areas for the demonstration projects. Instead, it is left to the developers of these offshore wind projects to apply for relevant sites that have the most suitable conditions for testing foundations and turbines. Typically, the demonstration projects are carried out in collaboration by wind turbine producers, component producers and project developers. Applicants need to have the capacity to establish offshore wind generation, including the capacity to carry out preliminary investigations and EIAs. The research and demonstration activities may involve operational aspects related to offshore wind farms, new types of foundations or other offshore wind farm elements, electricity transmission as well as new types of installation and service principles.69

There are two main criteria for awarding support:

→ Potential for development: Does the new technology being demonstrated represent an innovation in the field? Will this technology aid in driving down costs?

→ Commercialisation of innovation for future offshore wind farms: As opposed to purely research oriented projects, demonstration projects ask whether new products and services can be commercialised subsequent to their successful demonstration (diffusion of new products).

There is a limit set at a maximum of eight offshore wind turbines that can apply for support as part of a demonstration project. Support is granted only for the number of wind turbines necessary to demonstrate the object of research. The offshore wind test turbines installed as part of these demonstration projects are eligible for the following types of support:70

→ A CfD scheme that guarantees support of 70 øre/kWh (around 9.5 ct/kWh) for the sum of an electricity production of 15,000 full load hours plus rotor area in m² times 12.7 MWh/m². For a typical wind turbine design, this corresponds to a support payment duration of 50,000 full load hours, which is about twice as long as for regular onshore wind turbines.

→ Electricity is sold on the Danish day-head market (spot market).

→ During hours with negative spot prices, there is no support payment.

→ There is no compensation for balancing costs.

68  ENS (2015k).
69  Cf. ENS (2015k).
70  ENS (2015k).
PV support schemes are much less favourable in Denmark than they traditionally have been in Germany and elsewhere in Europe. Recently, a period of more favourable conditions for small household installations led to a flood of households securing net metering support for installations with a capacity of up to 6 kW. The conditions were made more favourable because annual net metering was allowed. This means that for an average household, the annual electricity bill, excluding subscription, could be covered by the annual generation of the installation itself. As electricity taxes are very high, in total the average support level was around 25 ct/kWh. Additionally, there were favourable tax conditions over and above this. Subsequently, the rules were changed to an hour-by-hour net metering scheme and the favourable tax conditions were reduced. This practically removed the incentive for installations in average types of household.

### 8.3 Support for biomass, biogas and small-scale solar PV

Biogas has received a combination of investment and production support. Production support has been motivated primarily by the technology’s potential to replace fossil fuels and reduce CO₂ emissions. Investment grants (comprising 30–40 percent of total support) have been motivated by the perceived secondary environmental benefits of reducing nitrate and phosphorous emission from animal manure. The investment grant has a cap on total funds awarded, and support is provided on a first-come, first-served basis. Most of the recent biogas projects are based on upgrading to the natural gas grid. The support level is nearly as good as for CHP use while the risks involved are smaller when supplying the larger natural gas market than the smaller local heat market.

### Production support level (feed-in) for biogas and biomass. Comparison is based on electricity conversion efficiency assumption (45 percent) and not adjusted for limits on duration of support. Upgraded biogas incurs upgrade costs not accounted for here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Biogas for use in CHP</th>
<th>Upgraded biogas for natural gas grid</th>
<th>Biomass for power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed price equivalent</strong></td>
<td>15.6 ct/kWh + heat tax exemption</td>
<td>17.7 ct/kWh</td>
<td>5.4 ct/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Premium</strong></td>
<td>10.8 ct/kWh + heat tax exemption</td>
<td>12.3 ct/kWh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compilation based on Danish Renewable Energy Act (§43 and §46), Natural Gas Supply Law (§35) and own calculation on support for the upgrading of natural gas.
For larger scale PV support, a feed-in tariff of 8.1 ct/kWh is paid for 10 years, followed by a support level of 5.4 ct/kWh.

Installations that qualify under certain criteria and that can be included in total annual allowances for new capacity (20 MW annually) may be entitled to receive higher support. This is provided on a sliding scale depending on the year of commissioning. The level is quite high for commissioning in 2014 and 2015 (17.2 and 14.9 ct/kWh, respectively), but in 2017, which is the last year this support will be provided, it will be reduced to 10 ct/kWh.

After an initial boom in residential PV installation, in 2012/13 the change in the net metering conditions practically eliminated this market, but common PV installations on the rooftops of apartment blocks and commercial buildings have continued to attract investment up to the 20 MW annual limit.
9. Grid expansion as a cornerstone of the green energy transition

Major findings and lessons learned:

- **Interconnectors** are the most important flexibility option for integrating Danish wind energy. **Denmark is the hub** between the Nordic and the German electricity systems, with interconnectors to Norway, Germany and Sweden. **Internal bottlenecks** caused by deferred grid expansion in neighbouring countries may impact Danish market integration and electricity export opportunities.

- **Internal Danish grid expansion** has been sufficient so far to accommodate rising shares of wind energy.

- There is a multitude of plans that act in concert as a coherent and holistic planning approach for the future, including the Grid Expansion Plan, the Kabelhandlingsplan for undergrounding overhead lines; and the System Plan, which addresses cross-sectoral effects with other energy sectors.

- **The Danish network expansion principle** is based on:
  - Laying new 400 kV lines as underground cables as a general rule.
  - Undergrounding of new and existing 132/150 kV lines by 2030.
  - “Beautification” of the already existing 400 kV overhead lines through partial undergrounding or measures such as new transmission towers with lower impact on the surrounding landscape.

9.1 Danish grid expansion: Coherent planning across voltage levels and undergrounding for the beautification of the landscape

Until now, grid expansion poses no obstacle to the implementation of the Danish energy transition. This can be attributed in large part to the role of interconnectors (see Section 9.2). Even within Denmark, grid expansion has been sufficient to accommodate rising shares of wind energy and changes in the overall energy system. For internal Danish grid expansion there is a coherent and holistic planning approach across different energy sectors.

The TSO Energinet.dk owns both the Danish gas and electricity transmission systems. The electrical transmission system owned by Energinet.dk is comprised of lines over 100 kilovolt (kV). Energinet.dk is a state-owned enterprise that was established in December 2004, subsequent to the merger of the four previous transmission companies Eltra, Elkraft System, Elkraft Transmission and Gastra.

The transmission network at the highest voltage level is comprised of 400 kV lines connecting large power plants to one another and interconnectors to abroad, with the Danish grid at lower voltage levels. It is owned by Energinet.dk. The regional transmission network is at 132 kV East of the Big Belt and at 150 kV West of the Big Belt. It connects the 400 kV grid with the distribution grid (Figure 12). Usually, offshore wind farms are also connected to this voltage level (except for Anholt, which is connected via a 220 kV cable). Local grid companies own the distribution grid at 60 to 10 kV that transports electricity from the higher voltage levels to final household consumers.

In terms of system kilometres, the transmission grid owned by Energinet.dk is comprised of approximately 4,900 kilometres of overhead lines and approximately 1,900 kilometres of cables, with 185 stations. The transmission network at the highest voltage level is comprised of 400 kV lines connecting large power plants to one another and interconnectors to abroad, with the Danish grid at lower voltage levels. It is owned by Energinet.dk. The regional transmission network is at 132 kV East of the Big Belt and at 150 kV West of the Big Belt. It connects the 400 kV grid with the distribution grid (Figure 12). Usually, offshore wind farms are also connected to this voltage level (except for Anholt, which is connected via a 220 kV cable). Local grid companies own the distribution grid at 60 to 10 kV that transports electricity from the higher voltage levels to final household consumers.

In terms of system kilometres, the transmission grid owned by Energinet.dk is comprised of approximately 4,900 kilometres of overhead lines and approximately 1,900 kilometres of cables, with 185 stations. The transmission network at the highest voltage level is comprised of 400 kV lines connecting large power plants to one another and interconnectors to abroad, with the Danish grid at lower voltage levels. It is owned by Energinet.dk. The regional transmission network is at 132 kV East of the Big Belt and at 150 kV West of the Big Belt. It connects the 400 kV grid with the distribution grid (Figure 12). Usually, offshore wind farms are also connected to this voltage level (except for Anholt, which is connected via a 220 kV cable). Local grid companies own the distribution grid at 60 to 10 kV that transports electricity from the higher voltage levels to final household consumers.

In terms of system kilometres, the transmission grid owned by Energinet.dk is comprised of approximately 4,900 kilometres of overhead lines and approximately 1,900 kilometres of cables, with 185 stations. The transmission network at the highest voltage level is comprised of 400 kV lines connecting large power plants to one another and interconnectors to abroad, with the Danish grid at lower voltage levels. It is owned by Energinet.dk. The regional transmission network is at 132 kV East of the Big Belt and at 150 kV West of the Big Belt. It connects the 400 kV grid with the distribution grid (Figure 12). Usually, offshore wind farms are also connected to this voltage level (except for Anholt, which is connected via a 220 kV cable). Local grid companies own the distribution grid at 60 to 10 kV that transports electricity from the higher voltage levels to final household consumers.

In terms of system kilometres, the transmission grid owned by Energinet.dk is comprised of approximately 4,900 kilometres of overhead lines and approximately 1,900 kilometres of cables, with 185 stations. The transmission network at the highest voltage level is comprised of 400 kV lines connecting large power plants to one another and interconnectors to abroad, with the Danish grid at lower voltage levels. It is owned by Energinet.dk. The regional transmission network is at 132 kV East of the Big Belt and at 150 kV West of the Big Belt. It connects the 400 kV grid with the distribution grid (Figure 12). Usually, offshore wind farms are also connected to this voltage level (except for Anholt, which is connected via a 220 kV cable). Local grid companies own the distribution grid at 60 to 10 kV that transports electricity from the higher voltage levels to final household consumers. The transmission network at the highest voltage level is comprised of 400 kV lines connecting large power plants to one another and interconnectors to abroad, with the Danish grid at lower voltage levels. It is owned by Energinet.dk. The regional transmission network is at 132 kV East of the Big Belt and at 150 kV West of the Big Belt. It connects the 400 kV grid with the distribution grid (Figure 12). Usually, offshore wind farms are also connected to this voltage level (except for Anholt, which is connected via a 220 kV cable). Local grid companies own the distribution grid at 60 to 10 kV that transports electricity from the higher voltage levels to final household consumers. The transmission network at the highest voltage level is comprised of 400 kV lines connecting large power plants to one another and interconnectors to abroad, with the Danish grid at lower voltage levels. It is owned by Energinet.dk. The regional transmission network is at 132 kV East of the Big Belt and at 150 kV West of the Big Belt. It connects the 400 kV grid with the distribution grid (Figure 12). Usually, offshore wind farms are also connected to this voltage level (except for Anholt, which is connected via a 220 kV cable). Local grid companies own the distribution grid at 60 to 10 kV that transports electricity from the higher voltage levels to final household consumers.
Danish grid planning utilises several instruments that are embedded in different plans: the biannual Grid Development Plan, the *Kabelhandlingsplan* and the cross-sectoral System Plan.

In order to implement coherent planning for the long-term grid infrastructure, Energinet.dk publishes a Grid Development Plan every second year. The *Grid Development Plan 2013*\(^{72}\) sets out grid expansion measures for the transmission network above the 100 kV level through 2032, including intermediate steps for 2017 and 2022. Cost estimates for the anticipated grid expansion measures are provided in five-year intervals through 2032. Based on future electricity demand projections, the average impact on the grid tariff is indicated on an aggregated basis for 2009 through 2032 at different voltage levels.

The Grid Development Plan 2013 accounts for the Danish government’s objectives, such as increased wind deployment and *undergrounding of overhead lines*, particularly at the 132/150 kV level. Grid expansion measures include projects up to the extra high voltage level, i.e. up to 400 kV. In parallel, Energinet.dk performs an ongoing “detailed planning” process in which concrete business cases are put forth to facilitate decision-making when implementing transmission lines. In order to ensure optimal technical and economic solutions, this detailed planning process is carried out in *coordination with the lower voltage levels of the grid at 50/60 kV*.\(^{73}\) A new Grid Development Plan will be released in 2015. In addition to the biannual Grid Development Plan, on an annual basis Energinet.dk drafts one or more plans with alternative transmission routes for a ten-year-time horizon. These plans are submitted to the Danish Energy Agency.

Danish grid planning foresees complete undergrounding of cables at the 132/150 kV level by the year 2030. The *Kabelhandlingsplan* of 2009 was based on an

---

\(^{72}\) Energinet.dk (2013b).

\(^{73}\) Energinet.dk (2013b).
In general, the Kabelhandlingsplan goes far beyond the undergrounding of existing overhead transmission lines. The proposed measures also include the restructuring of the transmission grid and construction of new substations.\footnote{Energinet.dk (2013b).}

Reassessments of both the Grid Development Plan and the Kabelhandlingsplan are undertaken every other year in order to account for changes in the system. These changes may include expected interconnector capacity to neighbouring countries, political goals with respect to offshore and nearshore wind turbines, and development of Danish production capacity in general, but they also may reflect other political circumstances such as financing concerns.

As a general rule, new 400 kV transmission lines are laid as underground cables.

Figure 13 shows different network expansion principles that were identified as possible options for the Danish electricity grid.\footnote{Elinfrastrukturudvalget (2008).} For the extra high voltage level (400 kV), there exists a range of options from complete cable undergrounding of all transmission routes to undergrounding only new transmission lines. Principle C serves as the basis for the planning of the future transmission grid. Under Principle C, the following planning measures are applied:

\begin{itemize}
  \item As a general rule, new 400 kV transmission lines are laid as underground cables. Furthermore, new transmission towers can be erected along already existing overhead transmission routes.
  \item Undergrounding of cables is foreseen for the 132/150 kV grid.
  \item The “beautification” of existing 400 kV overhead transmission lines.
\end{itemize}

The initial Kabelhandlingsplan 2009 set out the undergrounding of the 3,200 kilometres of 132/150 kV overhead transmission lines then in existence. It further foresaw the undergrounding of newly planned 132/150 kV cables. The estimated cost was 14.5 billion Danish crowns (DKK), which is slightly less than 2 billion euros.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Scenario 1: Partially accelerated undergrounding of cables: Overhead lines in areas around larger cities are prioritised within the first 10 years. Overhead lines in natural areas or landscapes that are of national interest will be prioritised for undergrounding within the first 20 years.
  \item Scenario 2: Accelerated undergrounding of cables: All overhead lines are removed within a 20 year period.
\end{itemize}

The political parties supported the “accelerated undergrounding of cables” scenario. The removal of all overhead lines in the 132/150 kV grid within a period of twenty years means that undergrounding at this voltage level will be completed by 2030. In addition, the parties were in favour of a prioritisation of the undergrounding of overhead lines that are close to residential areas and urban areas as early as 2020.

The first Kabelhandlingsplan was elaborated by Energinet.dk in cooperation with regional TSOs,\footnote{At that time, there were still regional TSOs that owned the high voltage levels.} including contributions from environmental centres, in 2009.\footnote{Energinet.dk (2009).} In general, the Kabelhandlingsplan 2009 set out undergrounding measures for the entire 132/150 kV grid. After its release, it was backed by most Danish political parties, with the exception of Enhedslisten. The “basis plan” sets out complete undergrounding of the entire 132/150 kV grid by the year 2040. Additionally, the plan includes two scenarios with an “accelerated implementation route”.\footnote{Energinet.dk (2009).}
Prior to 2008, Principle E had been in line with guidelines existing previously.\textsuperscript{79} The switch to Principle C meant moving away from erecting new overhead lines to laying only underground cables as the standard approach to grid expansion.

Undergrounding of 132/150 kV lines and “beautification” of existing overhead transmission lines at the 400 kV level constitute the other two cornerstones for Danish grid expansion.

As of today, 2,900 kilometres of overhead lines at the 132/150 kV level still need to be replaced by underground cables by 2030.\textsuperscript{80} 300 kilometres of overhead lines have been removed thus far. The prioritisation of lines is based on a variety of criteria, such as remaining life span, proximity to residential areas, technical need for transmission capacity and prices for reinvestment.\textsuperscript{80} From an environmental viewpoint, particular attention is paid to impacts on people (buildings and urban areas), international natural protection areas and national parks as well as impacts on valuable landscape (coastal zones, protected areas). However, the list of positive impacts of cable undergrounding also takes various other aspects into account, such as the increased recreational value when there are no more overhead transmission lines along national bicycle routes.\textsuperscript{81}

As for grid expansion, 2,350 kilometres of new cables need to be laid at the 132/150 kV level by 2030.\textsuperscript{82}

Aggregated cost estimates for the long-term 132/150 kV grid amount to 12.3 billion Danish crowns,\textsuperscript{83} which translates to approximately 1.66 billion euros.\textsuperscript{84}

\textsuperscript{79} ENS (2012).
\textsuperscript{80} Energinet.dk (2013b).
\textsuperscript{81} Energinet.dk (2009), p. 13.
\textsuperscript{82} The total goal is 2,600 kilometres of new cables by 2030, of which around 250 kilometres have been laid so far.
\textsuperscript{83} Energinet.dk (2013b).
\textsuperscript{84} Note that the Grid Development Plan and the Kabelhandlingsplan
In order to monitor progress, the Grid Development Plan provides an overview of the current status of the undergrounding of cables. The Kabelhandlingsplan serves as a reference for progress in implementation.

The “beautification” of the landscape with overhead transmission lines at the 400 kV level is implemented either by:

- replacing existing overhead lines by partial undergrounding over shorter distances,
- or by short-distance adjustments to existing transmission line routes – for example, by erecting transmission towers with lower impact on the landscape.

The first six areas where these “beautification measures” will be carried out are Aggersund, Vejle Ådal, Lillebælt, Årslev Engsø, Roskilde Fjord and Kongernes North Zealand. Originally, all measures were scheduled for implementation within five years. However, implementation has been postponed for the latter three sites. This delay is due to financing issues. A portion of the projected budget was reallocated to help finance the Energy Agreement 2012 and to finance the Agreement on the Strategy for Solar PV of 2012. The projected total cost for all six beautification measures amounts to 1.6 billion Danish crowns, which translates to approximately 0.22 billion euros.

Security of supply plays a large role in the development of the future gas and electricity grid, as shares of fluctuating wind power production increase.

The “System Plan” reflects a coherent and holistic planning approach to finding solutions across sectors, actors, authorities and interconnections to neighbouring countries. The plan is released each December by Energinet.dk. The central question for future planning is how to optimally coordinate increasing wind deployment, domestic thermal production, utilisation of biomass and greater cross-border exchange by means of interconnectors to neighbouring countries. From an economic and security of supply point of view, Energinet.dk’s analyses find that the wind based development track for the Danish energy transition is the most feasible solution (for a description of the wind scenario, see Section 4.2). The advantage of the wind-based track is that it can be implemented independently of the speed at which the energy transition takes place in other countries. With respect to biomass, increasing deployment entails higher sensitivity to global biomass products as well as prices. Furthermore, Energinet.dk (2014d) points out that the goal of achieving a fossil fuel-free heat sector by 2035 may undermine the integration of wind power and the flexibility required for integration if the utilisation of biomass is the major instrument for realising the target. For both the electricity and gas sectors, the System Plan 2014 includes chapters on security of supply, the grid, the market, and European regulations such as European network codes, thus taking interdependencies into account.

9.2 Interconnectors from Denmark to neighbouring countries: The major flexibility option for wind integration

Denmark has electricity interconnectors to Norway, Sweden and Germany. These interconnectors are a physical prerequisite for achieving Nordic as well as European market integration. By the same token, they can be used for smoothing variable renewable power production at the regional level by enabling cross-border exchanges of electricity. For the integration of Danish wind energy, the “green battery” afforded by the use of Nordic hydropower has constituted one of the most important flexibility options since the very beginning of Nordic market integration. With 6.4 GW of net transfer capacity (and peak demand of 6 GW), Denmark is able to sell electricity during times of high wind power production and to import during times of low wind power feed-in. This is further analysed in Energinet.dk (2013b).
Interconnectors from Denmark to neighbouring countries. The West Danish system is synchronised with the Continental European system, while East Denmark is synchronised with the Nordic system. DK 1 and DK 2 are connected via a high voltage direct current (HVDC) link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interconnections from East Denmark (DK 2) to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweden</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 4 AC connections (two at 400 kV and two at 132 kV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Export capacity of up to 1,700 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Import capacity of up to 1,300 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Konti interconnector (400 kV DC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Capacity: 600 MW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interconnections from West Denmark (DK 1) to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweden (Konti-Skan)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Konti-Skan (two 285 kV DC connections)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Export capacity from Jutland (DK): 740 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Import capacity: 680 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweden (from Bornholm)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• AC connection (60 kV seacable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Capacity: 60 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Norway</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Skaggerak (4 DC connections with 2 at 250 kV, one at 350 kV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Capacity: 1,700 MW (see also explanation in text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 4 AC connections from the Danish town Kasse (two at 400 kV and one at 220 kV) and Ensted Power Station (220 kV) + one 150 kV connection from Ensted Power Station to Flensburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Import capacity: 1,500 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Export capacity: 1,780 MW (depending on congestions in surrounding grids)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interconnector from Western Denmark to Eastern Denmark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>From Jutland-Funen to Zealand</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Great Belt Power Link (400 kV DC connection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Capacity: 600 MW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Energinet.dk (2014c).

With respect to Nordic grid integration, the Nordic TSOs publish a Nordic Grid Development Plan. It is based on the regional ENTSO–E reports on the Region Baltic Sea and on the Region North Sea.\(^{90}\) Table 11 provides an overview of interconnectors from Denmark to its neighbouring countries.

Figure 14 shows electricity imports and exports from Denmark to its neighbouring countries. It can readily be seen that the bulk of imports stems from Norway, with its hydropower-based system. In 2014, Denmark was a net importer from Norway (2,667 GWh) and, to a lesser extent, from Sweden (1,011 GWh). In winter there were the only months during which Denmark was a net exporter to Norway; during every other month, the situation was reversed. As for Germany, Denmark was a net exporter in 2014, at 823 GWh.\(^{91}\)

Denmark constitutes the hub between the German and the Nordic electricity systems. Internal grid constraints in neighbouring countries also tend to affect the Danish electricity system when there are reduced export and import options.

Skagerrak 4 constitutes an important new interconnection between Denmark and Norway. The capacity of the previous interconnector, Skagerrak 1–3, was increased from 1,000 MW to 1,700 MW in the new Skagerrak 4.\(^{92}\) However, the Norwegian TSO Statnett reported in May 2013 that

---

\(^90\) ENTSO–E (2014).
\(^91\) Own calculation based on Energinet.dk (2015c).
\(^92\) Energinet.dk (2014e).
there will be limits to electricity imports to Denmark from Norway through March 2018. This is because the Norwegian internal grid expansion measures have turned out to be more comprehensive than originally anticipated. During critical situations, only 1,300 MW of the available 1,700 MW can be used to transmit Norwegian electricity production to Denmark. However, the constraint does not apply the other way around, i.e. it does not impede electricity exports from Denmark to Norway.93 At the same time, Energinet.dk and the German TSO TenneT are discussing increasing the transmission capacity of the German–Danish DK 1 interconnector. This can be done by upgrading the 220 kV connections to 400 kV.

In recent months, delays in internal German grid expansion have received increased attention from Nordic stakeholders and in the Nordic media. In particular, Denmark may be affected by limited export opportunities during times of high wind energy feed-in. According to an article in Ingeniøren (2014b), as a result of the delays in internal German grid expansion, there are times when only 600 MW of the 1,800 MW interconnection capacity can be used in the south-bound direction from Denmark to Germany. Instead, electricity is then exported from Denmark to Norway and Sweden, where it is sold at lower prices due to the high shares of hydropower in these two countries. The article (Ingeniøren, 2014b) states that this situation results in export losses worth half a billion Danish crowner (DKK) per year.

In 2015, the Swedish regulatory authority Energimarknadsinspektionen published a report on capacity limitations between the Nordic countries and Germany.94 Among other findings, the report concluded that “the current practice, in which Nordic producers are negatively affected by how Germany handles its bottlenecks, is not in line with EU ambitions for a common internal market for energy”.95 The report raises the question as to whether consumers

93 Energinet.dk (2014d).
95 Energimarknadsinspektionen (2015), Summary.
in northern Germany and Nordic producers should have to suffer from the way that Germany manages its internal bottlenecks. One proposal put forth by the report for rectifying this situation is the division of Germany into bidding zones.\textsuperscript{96}

An explanation of the German policy on grid expansion would exceed the scope of this paper. However, at this point it should be mentioned that Germany has undertaken various measures for accelerating and facilitating its grid expansion. The four German TSOs draft an annual Grid Development Plan as well as an Offshore Grid Development Plan. These plans indicate all effective measures for the necessary optimisation, development and expansion of the network for the next ten years in order to ensure safe and reliable network operation – and the connection of offshore wind power farms, respectively.\textsuperscript{97} The drafting process includes multiple rounds with public consultations for active stakeholder involvement. The central importance of internal German grid expansion has also been affirmed in the White Paper released by the German Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy: strong grids are prerequisite for a well-functioning electricity market so that market actors can act as if there were no bottlenecks within the single German price zone.\textsuperscript{98}

\textsuperscript{96} Energimarknadsinspektionen (2015), p. 28. Other sources addressing the issue (also partially representing the views of the Danish and Swedish Energy Associations) are, e.g. Energiwatch (2015a and 2015b) and Dansk Energi (2015a and 2014a).

\textsuperscript{97} More information is available in English on this website: http://www.netzentwicklungsplan.de/en

\textsuperscript{98} BMWi (2015).
10. Consumers: Acceptance, participation and costs of the green energy transition

Major findings and lessons learned:

→ In general, there is broad public support for the Danish energy transition. As sites for new wind projects grow scarcer and more renewables are deployed, the question of acceptance and the cost debate have become more pronounced.

→ Denmark has a long tradition of consumer ownership. Consumer participation and support for measures to increase acceptance of new local wind projects are also reflected in different types of regulations contained in the Renewable Energy Act.

→ Especially for Danish industry, the cost debate on financing renewables (by means of the so-called PSO tariff as part of the final electricity price) has been gaining attention across Denmark over the past few years. In 2014, a reduction of the PSO component was introduced by shifting some of the funding to the federal budget.

Consumer acceptance, possibly even participation, is crucial for the implementation of the energy transition. In general, there is broad support for the green energy transition among the Danish population. While yielding environmental benefits, the energy transition also provides opportunities for a green growth economy and domestic development of green solutions that in turn may yield an opportunity for Denmark to take the lead in global technological innovation.

According to one survey conducted by YouGov on behalf of the Danish Energy Association, even half of the Danes would be willing to pay more for the green energy transition than they are paying today. Nevertheless, the issues of acceptance and rising costs are gaining increasing attention as of late; Danish industry is particularly concerned about rising costs. This section will focus on consumer participation, notably in wind projects, and on the financing of support, as reflected in the final consumers’ electricity bills.

10.1 Consumer participation and wind projects

Prior to liberalisation, there had been a long tradition of consumer ownership in Denmark. Consumer-owned cooperatives and municipalities established and jointly operated large power stations and transmission lines. Early on – as early as 1999 – the new Danish Electricity Supply Act stipulated a gradual opening of the market, including the unbundling of generation and trade from the transmission and distribution segments. While introducing liberalisation, the Electricity Supply Act of 1999 (§40) also included provisions on obligatory consumer influence with respect to the appointment or election of representatives in grid companies within their supply area.

This tradition of consumer influence still prevails today. Notably, consumer influence also extends to the deployment of renewable energy. Since the beginning of the 1980s, cooperatives have been developing wind projects with joint ownership. The Danish Renewable Energy Act, which was first adopted in 2009, contains several measures (§§ 6–21) that support the deployment of wind turbines from a con-
sumer participation and acceptance point of view. A number of provisions have been adopted in this respect.

Four different regulations contained in the Renewable Energy Act aim at ensuring consumer participation and compensation regarding wind projects.

Based on *Den grønne ordning* ("Green regulation" §§18–20), municipalities can apply at Energinet.dk for financial support for projects that increase public acceptance of the deployment of wind turbines. The projects may include the enhancement of the landscape and potential recreational development within the municipality as well as the promotion of cultural and educational activities. The amount of the support depends on the wind project in place, based on the number and size of wind turbines installed and their full load production hours (0.4 øre/kWh for 22,000 full load hours). Depending on its size, support corresponds to approximately 200,000 DKK per wind turbine,\(^\text{102}\) which is around 26,800 euros.

With the *Garantifonden* ("Guarantee fund" §21), Energinet.dk can decide whether to guarantee a loan to local initiative groups, such as wind energy cooperatives. The loan can be used for carrying out assessments related to the site or for technical and economic analyses; the loan may also be used to prepare applications for local wind energy projects. However, the regulation does not apply to onshore wind farms that are connected to their own consumption installation or to offshore wind farms that participate in the tendering scheme. Eligible initiative groups must be comprised of at least ten members, of which more than half must live in the municipality where the project is to be deployed – or, for offshore wind farms that do not participate in the tendering scheme, where the community is within 16 kilometres of the coast line where the offshore wind farm is to be constructed.

Under the *Køberetsordningen* ("Purchase right regulation" §§13–17), citizens living up to 4.5 kilometres away from new wind turbines are eligible to participate in ownership of local wind projects. Wind project developers are required at the minimum to announce the project in the local newspaper and to offer shares of at least 20 percent of the project’s value (cost price). One share corresponds to the price of around 1,000 kWh, which amounts to approximately 400–536 euros.\(^\text{103}\) The calculation of the value of a wind energy project is based on the average production over a period of 20 years. Energinet.dk is the administrator of this regulation.

As laid out in the *Værditabsordningen* ("Value loss regulation", §§6–12), a project developer of wind turbines is obliged to compensate residents for the loss in value of real estate induced by the deployment of wind turbines. The assessment is conducted by an outside agency but, alternatively, real estate owners can also conclude a voluntary agreement with the wind project developer on their own. If the loss in value is greater than one percent, then the loss needs to be fully compensated. Generally, claims for compensation need to be made before the wind turbine has been installed. The wind project developer is required to present the consequences of a new wind project and to inform affected stakeholders during a public meeting held within the hearing period of the Danish Planning Law and, at the latest, four weeks before the municipal planning process is concluded.

In order to provide information on wind energy to stakeholders and the interested public, various authorities have jointly established a website called vindinfo.dk (also available in English). The information portal can be accessed by means of three different channels for citizens, municipalities and wind project developers; in this way, information is tailored to the interests of each group, from the perspective of planning, financing, environmental impact and legislation to possibilities for consumer involvement.

With the high deployment rates of wind turbines, the creation of public acceptance for new wind projects has also become a growing challenge in Denmark in recent years.

---

\(^{102}\) ENS (2015c).

\(^{103}\) ENS (2015d).
A particular challenge involves local protest against individual projects, which could lead to the postponement or even suspension of projects. The situation differs widely among municipalities. The installation of new wind turbines has generally been met by greater acceptance in West Jutland. This may be attributed to different factors, such as lower land prices, employment of local residents in the wind industry or participation by means of consumer ownership.\(^{104}\)

The situation is becoming more complex as installation sites for new onshore wind farms grow increasingly scarce. An unusual step was taken by Vattenfall at the beginning of 2015. In order to establish a new onshore wind farm, Vattenfall bought twenty properties from residents of Nørrekær Enge nearby Løgstør at the Limfjord.\(^{105}\)

104 Kokkegård (2014).


10.2 Financing of support and effects on consumer tariffs

In Denmark, the support costs for renewables have been financed primarily by a so-called PSO (Public Service Obligation) surcharge that all electricity consumers have to pay as part of their electricity bill. The PSO tariff includes support payments — such as for renewables — as well as a smaller portion related to research activities initiated by the TSO Energinet.dk. In this way, the public budget has only been responsible for a minor part of the total financing of support payments for renewables. This may change in the future, as there is increasing pressure to reduce the PSO tariff on industrial electricity bills, just like in Germany.

In general, the electricity price for final consumers consists of the following elements:

- Payment for electricity,
- Transport costs (network tariffs),

---

**Composition of electricity retail price in August 2015 for final electricity household consumers (4,000 kWh) in [ct/kWh].**

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Own elaboration based on data by Dansk Energi (2015b), with conversion rate DKK 7.45662 = 1 euro (calculated as of 30.08.2015).
The PSO tariff is determined on a quarterly basis and regularly published on the TSO Energinet.dk’s website. The **PSO component of 2.9 ct/kWh** in the third quarter of 2015 accounts for nearly 10 percent of the retail price that a residential customer incurs for electricity, including all tax elements (Figure 15). By comparison, the German levy for renewable energy (the so-called “EEG-Umlage”) currently amounts to approximately 6.2 ct/kWh and is more than twice as high as the PSO.

**Similarly to the situation in Germany, the debate over the cost of financing the energy transition is gaining momentum in Denmark. This concerns industrial electricity consumers in particular.**

The discussion concerning cost of support in Denmark was triggered by a considerable increase of the PSO tariff over the past few years. Figure 16 illustrates the evolution of the PSO as the rising tariff element for customers in West Denmark through 2014/15. Notably, the PSO tariff has been rising in parallel with the expansion of renewable generation capacity. This trend can be attributed in particular to the **increased deployment of wind power capacity**. In recent years, **offshore wind energy** has been the major driver for rising support payments. The increase in the quarterly PSO tariff observed in Figure 16 is caused by additional offshore wind capacity and, to some extent, newly installed PV capacity. The connection of the Anholt offshore wind farm increased the support payments substantially. This is reflected in the rising PSO tariff concomitant with the first connections of Anholt in the fall of 2012 through its completion in June 2013 – though with a slight delay in impact on the PSO tariff.

For large **industrial customers** that pay the full PSO component (though they are exempted from the electricity tax and the value added tax), the PSO tariff corresponds to around 25 percent of total electricity costs. Including the PSO surcharge and network charges, the final electricity price for industrial cus-
about the expansion of renewables and in a number of electricity price scenarios. Table 12 presents the results of the electricity price projection, assuming a low CO₂ quota price. The composition of the support costs reveals the high share of wind - and for 2020 in particular the increase due to the additional offshore wind farms at Horns Rev 3 and part of Kriegers Flak, where offshore wind support will constitute 60 percent of total support. From 2015 to 2020, a considerable reduction in support for decentralised CHP is projected, given that the three-part, time-dependent feed-in tariff now supporting CHP is set to expire in 2015. Furthermore, the fixed annual support for CHP above 5 MW capacity is set to expire in 2019. An Agreement of 2014 introduced a reduction of the PSO component, which has led in particular to a decreased burden on industry. As a result of the structural change in financing the support for renewables, by 2020 one third of funding is expected to come directly from the public budget and two thirds from the electricity PSO tariff.

In 2014, an agreement in parliament (Aftale om tilbageruling af FSA m.v. og lempelser af PSO, 14 July 2014) granted in-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offshore wind</td>
<td>2,316</td>
<td>2,121</td>
<td>2,015</td>
<td>2,212</td>
<td>3,048</td>
<td>3,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onshore wind</td>
<td>1,814</td>
<td>1,802</td>
<td>1,593</td>
<td>1,433</td>
<td>1,336</td>
<td>1,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralised CHP</td>
<td>1,878</td>
<td>1,449</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biogas</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other RE</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other PSO elements</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total PSO spending</strong></td>
<td>7,334</td>
<td>6,340</td>
<td>5,796</td>
<td>5,731</td>
<td>5,807</td>
<td>6,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction for industry</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>1,004</td>
<td>1,673</td>
<td>1,680</td>
<td>1,683</td>
<td>1,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PSO – part included in tariff</strong></td>
<td>6,345</td>
<td>5,336</td>
<td>4,123</td>
<td>4,051</td>
<td>4,124</td>
<td>4,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity-intensive industry reduction</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PSO – revenue collected after reductions</strong></td>
<td>6,157</td>
<td>5,147</td>
<td>3,832</td>
<td>3,760</td>
<td>3,834</td>
<td>4,567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The projection of future support costs depends on the expected deployment of renewable generation capacity as well as the actual annual generation and, in particular, on the increase in electricity prices.

A high electricity price will reduce the support costs to be financed by the PSO and vice versa, but the overall effect on consumer and industry electricity costs **decreases as the electricity price and the PSO tariff move in opposite directions**. Financing the support costs via the PSO tariff thus tends to reduce volatility in the final electricity price for customers, including the energy costs for industry. The Danish Energy Agency has illustrated the possible development of the support costs based on specific assumptions about the expansion of renewables and in a number of electricity price scenarios. Table 12 presents the results of the electricity price projection, assuming a low CO₂ quota price. The composition of the support costs reveals the high share of wind - and for 2020 in particular the increase due to the additional offshore wind farms at Horns Rev 3 and part of Kriegers Flak, where offshore wind support will constitute 60 percent of total support. From 2015 to 2020, a considerable reduction in support for decentralised CHP is projected, given that the three-part, time-dependent feed-in tariff now supporting CHP is set to expire in 2015. Furthermore, the fixed annual support for CHP above 5 MW capacity is set to expire in 2019.

An Agreement of 2014 introduced a reduction of the PSO component, which has led in particular to a decreased burden on industry. As a result of the structural change in financing the support for renewables, by 2020 one third of funding is expected to come directly from the public budget and two thirds from the electricity PSO tariff.

In 2014, an agreement in parliament (Aftale om tilbageruling af FSA m.v. og lempelser af PSO, 14 July 2014) granted in-
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Industry a reduction in their share of the PSO expenditure for renewable energy support. This reduction amounts to 1–1.7 billion DKK annually between 2015 and 2020. The reduction is the same for residential customers as it is for industry, but residential customers face a corresponding increase in the electricity tax in order to balance the reduction in the PSO tariff. Effectively, from 2015 onward, industry pays a lower PSO contribution, while the residential sector (for the most part) will make up the difference with a higher electricity tax, the latter being a part of the public budget (Finansloven). Concerns regarding the impact of high energy and electricity costs on Danish industry’s competitiveness with trading partners such as Germany have led to a modification of the financing of renewable energy support costs. Also, most industry is exempt from the electricity tax. Additionally, the Agreement of July 2014 postponed the Kriegers Flak offshore wind farm of 600 MW for approximately two years and reduced the nearshore wind power expansion from 500 to 400 MW. This also means a reduction in the expected PSO tariff and is accounted for in the projections in Table 12.

At the same time, the PSO component for gas was abolished as of 2015. The production-based support for biogas upgraded to the natural gas grid was to be financed by a PSO payment uniformly exacted from all customers with the purchase of gas. Through the PSO reduction Agreement in July 2014, the gas PSO was removed and these support costs (200–500 million DKK annually) are now covered by the public budget.

Info Box: PSO for Financing Research

→ Subsequent to the unbundling of electricity generation, transmission and supply adopted in 1998, the Danish TSO Energinet.dk assumed responsibility for the necessary **coordination of research and development (R&D)**. In doing so, Energinet.dk is active in research and development for both the gas and the electricity systems.

→ **ForskEL for external research projects**: Energinet.dk supports external research, development and demonstration projects by means of the ForskEL fund. They aim at developing solutions for a green transition of the energy system by means of environmentally friendly generation technologies. ForskEL is financed via the PSO component, which is also used for financing support schemes for renewable energy. The timeframe for implementation of ForskEL-funded activities is 10 to 20 years.

→ **Other programmes**: From 2008 through 2015, the preliminary funding programme ForskVE worked to enhance the diffusion of small-scale renewable energy technologies – notably, solar PV, wave power and biogas supply. ForskVE is also financed by the PSO tariff, though the programme will be discontinued after 2015. ForskNG is a programme that focuses on the gas sector.

→ **ForskIN for own TSO research projects**: Energinet.dk conducts its own R&D activities under its ForskIN programme. ForskIN funds both large and small R&D activities toward the continued development of the Danish power system within a timeframe of 5 to 10 years. The activities are carried out in cooperation with external partners and research institutions. ForskIN is financed by means of the grid tariff.
11. Conclusions

With ambitious targets across all energy sectors and continuous deployment of renewable energy sources, Denmark is one of the first movers in implementing the green energy transition. From a central power system at the beginning of the 1980s, the Danish electricity sector developed toward a system with a lot of distributed generation, including in particular wind power and decentralised combined heat and power plants. The recent installation of offshore wind farms can, in a sense, be understood as a new centralised – albeit green – form of generation.

As part of Nord Pool, Denmark belongs to the forerunners of market integration and liberalisation. The Nordic power exchange facilitated the integration of rising shares of wind energy, reaching a share of 39 percent of Danish electricity consumption in 2014. The Danish experience of a transition from a coal–based electricity sector toward the increasing deployment of renewables can serve as inspiration for other countries experiencing similar developments in the years to come when implementing “greener” energy mixes.

One key element in the Danish energy transition has been relatively stable and continuous political conditions for the basic aim of becoming fossil fuel-free. Although there have been minor modifications by means of new energy agreements and initiatives set up by newly elected governments, on the whole there has been broad social consensus on implementing the energy transition as such. This consensus proved to be crucial in providing a stable regulatory framework in the midst of changing (minority) governments over the years. The bulk of measures for accomplishing the 2020 targets are already well underway. The measures include, among others, attaining a 50 percent share of wind energy in electricity consumption. In many cases, the system transition is driven by consensus-based processes that involve the different stakeholders in the energy sector. For example, in order to tackle the challenge of designing a new Market Model 2.0, the Danish TSO Energinet.dk set up a process with working groups and invited stakeholders to participate in order to address the challenge together.

However, changes may also occur along the way. The coming months following the recent election will reveal how and to what extent new plans for targets in the period between 2020 and 2030/35 will develop and whether the present framework will be maintained or modified. This concerns in particular the “implementation speed” of the energy transition.

Thus far, in terms of renewable integration, the Danish grid has accommodated increasing renewable energy feed-in very well. In no way has the grid produced a bottleneck effect for the green energy transition. In terms of both interconnector utilisation and market integration, Denmark is an interesting and innovative example as an early mover. Impor-
tantly, Denmark has a special role of being the “hub” between the German and the Nordic systems, with 6.4 GW of interconnectors linking it to its neighbours (by comparison: Denmark’s own peak demand of 6 GW). Denmark experiences hardly any (unplanned) curtailment of wind energy. A special compensation regime for downward regulation applies to offshore wind farms installed under the tendering procedure: in case of capacity limits in the grid or technical malfunction/maintenance of transmission equipment, wind energy production can be curtailed and the producers will receive financial compensation (except, in some cases for newer off-shore wind farms, during hours with negative prices).

Comparatively early, a regulating power – or balancing – market (tertiary reserve) consisting of a capacity and an activation market enabled the participation of wind energy. Asymmetric bids and short gate closure times close to the actual hour of operation provide favourable conditions that wind power producers can submit their bids.

For further internal Danish grid expansion, new 400 kV transmission lines will be laid as underground cables. At the 132/150 kV level, complete undergrounding is foreseen by 2030. Also, a plan with “beautification measures” of the existing 400 kV grid is in place, albeit there may be postponements in implementation due to financing reasons in other areas.

Financial support for renewables has been provided through different variants of feed-in tariff or fixed premium schemes since market liberalisation – notably, in the form of Contracts for Differences under the tendering procedure for offshore wind. The integrated approach taken in the tendering procedure for offshore wind energy, including a one-stop-shop authority for licensing and guaranteed grid connection, may also be of interest for other countries, such as Germany, that likewise intend to implement tendering schemes. Valuable experience from the Danish tendering experience may cover both factors contributing to success and the lessons learned from missteps or oversights for the sake of further improvements.

The long tradition of consumer ownership in Denmark is reflected in regulations on the participation of consumers in nearby wind projects, compensation for loss in real estate value and loans for local initiative groups in setting up wind projects. They also apply to some nearshore wind projects.

Despite its historical track record, Denmark is facing increasing challenges as the energy transition proceeds. Some of the challenges bear striking resemblances to the policy debates taking place in other countries, including Germany. In light of European energy cooperation, these similarities may inspire the further exchange of expertise between the two countries – and, by the same token, the sharing of know-how with other countries that are moving to adopt green energy systems.

For one thing, in Denmark issues surrounding a new or refined Market Design 2.0 have arisen. The key question is how to enhance flexibility while securing enough generation capacity. As for the deployment of renewables, questions concerning local acceptance for renewable generation and infrastructure projects await answers. The issue of how to finance support and its impact on industry have been on the agenda for a couple of years. Last but not least, in an interdependent European grid, progress – and delays – in grid expansion in one country also affect the surrounding countries. At the same time, developments in Germany may have an effect on the Danish electricity system. Danish power prices, and therefore investment incentives in Denmark, depend on Germany with regard to expansion of transmission capacity and the share of wind and solar PV deployed there. In this way, both investment in generation capacity and the financing of support for renewables expansion in Denmark are considerably affected by developments in Germany. Decisions with regard to future market and regulatory design, with continued reliance on energy day-ahead markets or capacity mechanisms, will also influence Danish policy decisions.

Certain challenges may be encountered in one country earlier than another, while other challenges may appear later. The mutual exchange of expertise will be crucial, then, in taking the variety of experiences into consideration when attempting to cope with similar challenges facing each country, albeit on different timelines, in their respective efforts to usher in a fossil-free world.
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